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polished^form^
contention is a statement in.Kippl^v27 to
feet that "When one reaches the lo^al c^1^1^i^o have a 'conto harm others purely.for personal gai
but I am certain that the
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altogether XXXoXXFXs XFSX evin, in the course of his

critique, pounced on this particular ^egmen .
’’You sav
’When one reaches the logical conclusion
that i/is foolish to harm others purely for personal

gain, one is said to have a ’’conscience”.’ You are
sneaking in terns of a term in the common medium of
communication, language. Therefore, if your statement
has any meaning, it must refer to the common man> yno,
regretably, doesn’t give a damn about anyone but him
self and a few close friends. How does he, logically,
reach the above conclusion?”
At least a part of Kevin’s critique is something of a red her
ring although I failed to notice this when I originally commented on
it/while true that I spoke in terms of "a term in the common medium of
communication,” this is hardly avoidable: my typewriter refuses to
transcribe abstract concepts. But the entire proposition may better
have been stated (and should have been stated, to avoid confusion) in
this manner; That the formulation of an ethical code is a process of
the intellect, not of a vague quality known as a ’’soul”. This means al
most exactly the same thing as my previous
harm^
to have a "conscience” when he concludes that it is.foolish to harm
others for personal gain), and is probably less subject to misunder-

standing^
typically blustering fashion I disregarded the dangers
nosed by this red herring and commented on Kevin’s cnticiSai on hi
terms, raX? than on mine. This may seriously damage my argument al
though I have not yet seen Kevin's reply to my comments in «-2o and thus
have no idea what use he may make of my oversight. In that issue, I ad
mitted that the common man obviously hadn't arrived at any such conclu
sion. I made this admission-as if it harmed a portion of my argument
(which in fact it does not), and Kevin must have gleefully greeted my
stuniditv in tumbling into his verbal trap.
The fact of the matter is, no matter how many of the common herd
(or the’Many, as Plato-called them) fail to acknowledge my ethical
code this does not in any way render the code less valuable or worka
ble ’l agree that the common man fails to arrive at my conclusion, and
X is iurely unfortunate, but it has absolutely no faring on whether
or not that conclusion is-worth embracing. As
in -<r2b, it
is more significant to discover how I, personally, formulated the ethi
ml code since it is admittedly a personal one.
’
But even in this Iwas clumsy. I first proposed (tacit premise)
that a man should be just, then that (a second tacit P^mise) it is
lust to harm others for personal gain. iherefore, it logically follow.,
that a man should not harm others for personal gain. This is quite pro
per logic, but I realized almost immediately that this simply substi
tuted one question for another, and that while my logic was correct,
the two -premises with which I began need not be. Hore precisely, I
found that while I was probably right, I hadn't succeeded in
It. this makes little difference to me in practice for.l need no rea
son to-be just other than my own conviction thct it is tne proper
course, but in a logical argument of this sort one should be pr P red
to prove every statement. Again, it is not a matter of proving the 1
mise to others--for I can hardly believe that levin or any other in 1ligent.person could fail to believe, at ieast in theory, that it is de
sirable- to be just—but rather of clarifying it to myself. With this in
mind, I set out to prove that one should be just, or, to phrase it mo-re
conveniently, that justice is a worthwhile goal.
Nowt I do^not say that it cannot be proven, only that; I person
ally have failed to. do so. And I was by no means casual in my attempt.

i.

In Kinnle #28, I paraphrased Plato’s justifications for being just (mi
nus one, which I will explain presently), but, as I am sure “°jt °f you
realized, this proved nothing. Plato, for one thing, was speaking pri
marily of a society, not an individual, when he pointed out that ju
tice was valuable because it is (1) harmonious,.(2) Y*se’and(3) be
cause injustice, its opposite, breeds hate. It
J^ite easy to prove~
that a society should be just, simply on the basis of his third state
ment: The unjust society is liable to be destroyed by internal stri ,
while the just society will not. Of course, this can be applied
phorically to the individual, but I am not satisfied with suchastate
for a number of reasons. In this context, the internal strife would be
the resistance of his "conscience" to the injustice he was perpetrate .
in? which (according to Plato) would make the unjust man miserable. I
hardly^think this ^inevitably true, but the truth of the premise is
immaterial at this time; the important point is thjt it cannot be.
proven to be true, and thus is not a satisfactory component of this
discussion there is mother reason, perhaps even more important, why I
wa$ not satisfied by this view. The proposition that the just man will
be happy and the unjust man not postulates, in a sense, material re
wards for justice. If justice is to be truly desirable and not simply
an affectation, it ought to be its own reward; it ought to be.practiced
for its own sake, not because the practitioner is going to gam in some
manner from ££^use^ tQ Plato!S most important example of.the value of
being just, in the individual context: You should be just in this life,
he claims, because the just will be rewarded in the afterlife.^Even if
I wished to value justice by its rewards rather than by ^practice, I
could hardly argue from this premise, since I do not believe in the a
terlife. Thus, Plato's major proof is of no use to me.
But this rebuttal to Kevin was not the end oi my search for a .
proof of justice's worth. I was dissatisfied.with my comments., and a tempted to devise a better argument. My difficulty was in an inabili y
to distill the problem into a basic premise from which I could build ry
castle of logic. Every answer to the question, 'Why be.just? simply^
led to another question in a most fantastic demonstration .of circular
reasoning: "Why be just?" "Because it is right." "Why is J-t right. . .
"Because it is fair." "Why be fair?" "Because it is.just. I do not
doubt that I am overlooking a simple solution to tms problem,but i
anyone should care to impart this wisdom to me, I am anxious to learn.
Not only was my personal cogitation of no.assistance, but the mea^
.
section of my reference library dealing with philosophy was likewise
barrenof any ciear statement on the natter. Russell takes the premise
?o? g?aSte“ as I did, and doesn’t bother to_justify it; Descartes
Pascal Hobbes, and the rest are interested in totally alien iields,
Aristotle; in his "Hicomachean Sthics,” gives some yery handy defini
tions of justice, but evidently considers the question Why be just?
too redundant to explore thoroughly.
~
What is needed, then, is a clear statement in answer to the.
Question. "Why be just?" which does not depend on what one wia.1 gain
from that practice. Unless I am considerably less intelligent than I
have been led to believe, I think I can state with reasonable certainty
that this is not an easy question to answer, particularly not under the
conditions that I stipulated.
......
~
'
It is completely normal, I believe, to think in terms of What,
will I gain?" when asked a question of this sort. Perhaps the reason is
that selfishness is a trait of our species, but I think an even better
■
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reason is sirmoly that it is easiest to think in such terms. If one is
asked the question, "Wiry should you not kill a man?" a number of vague
thoughts pass through the mind, but among these is one which rings
clear as a bell? "Because I’ll be punished." This is not the sole rea
son to abstain from murder, nor, certainly, the most important one. But
it is the answer which most readily comes to mind, and which is easiest
to verbalize. Any other reply is simply a statement which leads to a
train of further questions; i.e., "Because it is wrong." "Why is it
wrong?" "Because it is unjust." "So what?" And so on into the night.
Thus it is that I would interdict that particular line of
thought which gives attention to the rewards of justice, and rather
concentrate on the value of justice for the sake of justice.
This entire article is no more than an extended question. Let us
define the just as that which is fair. With the thought in mind that
any dependence upon the rewards of justice for an answer are out of
bounds (at least until or unless you can prove that they should not
be), I put the question to my readers: "Why be just?'.' For the sake of
convenience, assume that I believe the opposite; it is thus your task
to convince me of this idea (that one should.be just) by whatever means
you might wish to employ.

+
+
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In-the fairly recent past, such prominent fans as F.M. Busby,
Bob Leman, and Terry Carr have been dispatched by the Singing Sword of
Sir Richard Bergeron. Your own beloved editor has now joined this ex
clusive company, and the mimeograph ink oozing from his decapitated
head currently stains the otherwise pure pages of Serenade. ^3, a,maga
zine of Bergeron's published ostensibly for the Shadow FABA mailing. I
say ostensibly because I am quite unsure as to why a critique 01 Ted
Pauls should find such a magazine its home, unless for some reason oir
Richard fancies that the FAPAte audience would be more interested in
such a critioue than the readership of Kipple. Be that as it may,I
have decided to marshal whatever meager resources may yet remain in my
still-squirming body and to valiantly attack this reputecily impervious
foe >
The temptation to include this halting rebuttal in a letter of
comment and thus become known as one of the new rulers o± the world, was
great, but since Sir Richard's thesis seems to be that entirely too
much of this column is devoted to comments on newspapers, I have de
cided to kill two birds (if he will pardon the expression) with one
stone.
.
.
Actually, that is hardly an original observation, but previous
accusations of this sort were largely ignored as unworthy of my atten
tion. It is impossible to ignore Sir Richard, however, particularly
when his sword is raised for another blow should I falter in my at
tempt to parry the first. Looking beyond the trappings of cleyer^lanfuage and witty barbs, I find that the critique, as set down in sere
nade, is a simple acknowledgement of Sir Richard's boredom with
sided debates" of the type fostered in Kipple when Quotes & notes de
votes space to a George Sokolsky or an Alice McCluskey. Passing for a
moment over the advisability of soundly thrashing the JBo and HL1 AC in
Warhoon, since members of those groups are hardly likely to be reading
the magazine, I should at least acknowledge the basic truth m what Sir
Richard claims: such debates are less interesting. But just as he will
point out that some of Warhoon's readers defended both HUAC and the
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JBS, I should point out that such was my intention in commenting on
Sokolsky/McCluskey. The fact that in neither case did anyone bother to
seriously dispute my position can hardly be blamed on me, except per
haps for my failure to send copies to GMCarr, Bob Leman, or Bill Con
ner, fandom's most vocal conservatives.
.
As I commented to Pete Graham, perhaps the first reader to seri
ously complain of my affinity for quoting from newspaperssuch quota
tions serve as a convenient take-off point for my own opinions. If, in
some cases, I seem to be concerned with the writer of the quote and
fail to give my attention to the possibility that some of the readers
may also disagree with me, this is a fault of my writing, not of my in
tentions.
....
.
Quotations from newspapers serve a quite utilitarian purpose in
Kipple: they allow me to present the opposition viewpoint without en
gaging in the difficult chore of devising terms in which to state it. I
suppose it would be possible to write a lengthy article on HUAC without
quoting from people who cannot answer in the next issue, but when it
became necessary to delineate the objections to my viewpoint, it would
have to be done in this fashion: "Some people disagree with my views on
HUAC on the grounds that the ends justify the means. Several distinct
reasons for this belief have been brought up, among them being..." But
is it not simpler (not to mention less unfair) to present these objec
tions in the words of those who made them, even when they might not be
readers of Kipple?
'
■
But is it really worthwhile to answer Sir Richard at this
length? In spite of what Bergeron and Harry Warner have evidently con
vinced themselves to be true, my comments dealing with newspaper clip
pings represent only an extremely minor segment of each issue. Like Joe
Gibson's mythical fanzine devoted exclusively to politics, I’m afraid
that the issues of Kipple single-mindedly concerned with newspapers are
a delusion. In #2k, the earliest issue cited by Sir Richard, there was
a relatively large amount of such commentary: five pages out of a total
of 37 pages. This is hardly an impressive percentage. The 25th issue
was totally devoid of any such editorial comment, and in spite of the
fact that, according to Sir Richard, this ought to have made it an ex
traordinarily interesting issue, I didn't notice a greater than normal
influx of letters of comment. Most particularly, I didn't notice a
long, enthusiastic letter of comment from Richard Bergeron, although
one may quite possibly have gone astray in the mails between New York
and Baltimore. The June issue, #26, was a kO-page issue, three and onehalf pages of which were devoted to comments on newspapers by this wri
ter. Number 27, which Sir-Richard mentions "yawning (his) way through,"
was another kO-page issue, and contained the fantastic total of four
pages of editorial comment on newspapers. Since I can hardly believe
that Sir Richard had read only 10% of the issue before writing his cri
ticism of it, I should wonder what, in particular, caused him to yawn
his way through the issue? My philosophy, perhaps? Certainly not the
section devoted to F.M. Busby, which is acknowledged in Serenade as
"one of-the most fascinating things" in the issue. But perhaps my com
ments to Kevin Langdon on anthropology? Professor Neal's.article on
foreign policy? The book reviews? Marion's column? The fifteen-page
letter column? I might be inclined to believe that Dick was bored by
all of it, from his blanket statement about "yawning (his) way through"
the issue, but his acknowledgement of the comments on Busby as being
"one" of the most fascinating things in the issue leads to the obvious
conclusion that there must have been other fascinating things in that
issue. What were they, Dick?

Z)

One would suppose that I will receive a lengthy and exhaustive
reply to this question, and to others, since Sir Richard claims to en
joy discussions in which there is an element of "involvement" - Certain
ly we are both involved in this discussion, and thus he should find it
pleasant, I would only point out that it is equally possible to become
involved in quicksand, and to much the same effect,
.
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Having taken my monthly jousting lesson, it is appropriate to
begin at this point the traditional segment of this column devoted.to
newspapers. This .fact is being stated at the outset in way of warning,
so that Richard Bergeron (and other readers of lesser stature but simi
lar leanings) may skip to the next feature, thus avoiding tne unseemly
practice of yawning during a discussion.
■
•■
;
The Burning Issue of the month is the thalidomide incident, a
mass-media controversy which has recently assumed the proportion^ 01
last month’s fad, the Great Prayer Decision Fight. An unfortunately
large majority of this .discussion focuses on two women, Dr. Frances
Kelsey and Mrs. Robert Finkbine, rather than on the .interesting (and
more controversial) side issues. Dr. Kelsey, a medical.officer with the
Food and Drug Administration (falsely identified last issue as a' "com
mission"), refused permission for the mass-marketing of thalidomide,
and thus probably prevented a great deal of grief. During the fix st .
week or so after these facts were brought to light, there were magnani
mous editorials and letters in the newspapers applauding Dr. Kelsey s
devotion to humanity; and then the reaction to this occurred, exactly
as Sir Isaac predicted, with several readers complaining about the un
usual attention given to someone who was "just doing her job' and other
less gentle comments. To an outsider, this.spectacle is perhaps amus
ing, but it is hardly relevant.
,, . ■ . ,
The vast amount of publicity given Mrs. Finkbine is hardly sur
prising. She is perfectly- tailored for the role: a fairly young, at
tractive wife and mother (and a local television celebrity), in a u
niquely female predicament. If I sound insensitive, it is onlj because
I rapidly become irritated when maudlin reporters shed their salty
tears,in my afternoon paper. Perhaps I should■explain, in the un_ikely
event that newspaper reading is taboo to any readers, that Mrs. Binkbine used the drug, thalidomide, during the early stages of pregnancy.
Since this drug has been consistently responsible .for deformed infants-,
shfe decided to have an abortion--and due to the nature of the abortion
laws in this country,, she was finally forced to travel to Sweden xor
the operation, the outcome of which is not yet known.
But virtually lost in the morass of sobbing.(for Mrs. Finkbine)
and applauding (for Dr. Kelsey) are. the important issues in.this case.
They are three: (1) the need for more stringent laws governing the in
troduction of insufficiently tested drugs into this country; (2) the
moral 1ty of abortion; and (3)? a related concept, the morality of eu
thanasia. Since number one has been expediently dealt with by the go
vernment, I shall give my attention to the latter two questions.
Unfortunately, these are not issues which can be lightly dealt
with in a paragraph or two. Before beginning any discussion of abor
tion. it is necessary to either come to terms with or set aside alto
gether the position of the Catholic? Church--viz.that abortion is mur
der. There are undoubtedly a number of advocates of abortion to whom,
this would present no difficulty, but my own thinking on the matter is

’
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regretably not quite so clear. The difficulty arises on basic premises.
The position of the Catholic Church is that life begins when the soul
enters the body, that the soul enters the body at conception, and that
abortion is therefore the murder of a human being. Since I have stated
only recently that I do not believe in the existence of a "soul,'1 the
casual reader might be led to think that I was prepared to immediately
dispute the Church’s view on abortion. This is not the case, however.
In actual fact, the difference of opinion over the matter of soul is
only secondary in this discussion^ there still remains the question of
when life enters the body, even though I do not choose to apply the
term ”soul” to this life. And .1 know too much about biology to believe
that this could possibly be an easy question to answer.
.
What is "life”? Without introducing complicated biological con
cepts' or terms, it is possible to say that, in this broad biological
sense, life exists when certain specified chemical reactions occur in
an organic substance. (This is actually redundant, since, so far as we
know, these chemical reactions can occur in no inorganic substance.;
These criteria apply to everything from Paramoecium to Hogo sapies
only mi nor-di stinctions. (Lest I receive angry postcards from fandom s
biologists, I should qualify that statement: these criteria apply to
every animal ■ The process of pho to-synthesis, by which.plants build and
modify necessary substances with the use of sunlight, is considerably
different from the manner in which animals handle the problem of^nour
ishment. But for the purposes of this discussion, I am consiuerably
over-simplifying5 thus, inasmuch as both processes are means to obtain
nourishment, I am considering the CQs+H2O = cellulose reaction of
plants to be equivalent to the changes performed on pre-formed carbo
hydrates by the animals. This is an erroneous conception, as it hap
pens, but not a harmful one in the context of this particular discus
sion.) If this is going to be the standard for determining life, then_
the nosition of the Catholic Church becomes quite tenable, albeit sym
bolically. Since these necessary chemical reactions are present almos
immediately, life, by this standard, could be said to begin virtual y
at the
e\gfaether view, however, which holds that human life be
gins with consciousness; and that consciousness occurs at the moment of
birth I don’t think this can be proved one way or the other, ceitain y
not by myself, but I suppose I would have to agree—with certain minor
reservations. Consciousness can be defined as an Rareness of ejvir la
ment. This might at first seem to clarify the Problem, but, in. a
merely complicates it further: environment is not confined to the ex
but is also applied to the internal world. I should like to see
a long’ article on the Question of whether or not the higher areas of
the brain are capable of functioning Prior to birth. It somehowseems a
foolish assertion at first, a factor probably ^aceable to the mental
impression of infants I once had as being lovable, but stupid midgets.
But there is really no reason why the cc?tex—al^interaal
the brain_ could not function prior to birth. We know that all internal
organs are fully formed fairly early (the heart of the embryo begins to
bel“in the fourth week), and the ohy difficulty would be in comprebending the sort of thinking possible to an organism with no experience
and virtually no outside stimuli.
.
.
This entire question cannot be decided in a.mere fe% pagep.
regardless of when life begins, I believe I can still introduce a pow
erful argument against abortion in such cases as we are currently conqiderinp Thalidomide is a very powerful drug with extremely unfortu
nate SdUfftcts” but thtse side-effects are not Inevitable. A female

under the influence of thalidomide during early pregnancy may give
birth, to a malformed infant; but she also may not. Whether or not. there
is anv life at the time of .the abortion is not necessarily the major
issue. More significantly, there is the possibility that the baby may
not have been malformed if it had been allowed to develop. .
Mrs. Finkbine’s case is a convenient one, though by no means tne
only one which might be cited. I cannot advocate an abortion which
seeks to guard against the possibility—however strong.or weak—that
the infant might be abnormal. As long, as malformation is not. a ceruamty, there is in every case the lingering suspicion that tne infant
might have been normal.
'
•
~ Unfortunately, it is not possible to be certain—unless, we wait
until the baby is born. This introduces the question of euthanasia, ihe
possibility of mercy killing after the birth of such an infant was recently urged in England by a member of Parliament. I don t know what
reaction this might have caused in England, but in at least my particu
lar section of the United States it had precisely the.same effect as a
sword being shoved into a hornet’s nest. Indignant cries have gone up
over the cruelty of such a proposal, and one man was so anxious to pre
. sZrve life that he stated, in regard to the MP, ’’that guy ought to be
hung!” But euthanasia should be considered rationally, for it has at
least, one- advantage not offered by abortions it is selective. There
would be no danger of terminating the life of an infant which yas not
malformed, and indeed the degree of the deformity could oe ascertained
beforehand by competent doctors in order to determine .the chances of
• repairing the damage.
_.
.
\
And yet, the idea of killing—particularly a defenseless in- .
. .f ant—is^unappealing to me. My most coherent thought at this moment is
to be wildly’relieved that this decision is not mine to make.
+
+

+

SHORT NOTES ON LONG SUBJECTS
■
'
Richard Bergeron—Secret Master of Fandom: In spite of my gentle
chiding of Bergeron in the first paragraph of the article on abortion,
I find that he has a strange and at first unconscious effect o n my
writing. The proceeding article was originally written as a typical ar
ticle based on newspaper material, just another of many which has ap
peared in these pages. But after writing it in that fashion,/ I found
myself inexplicably dissatisfied with the piece, and consequently re
vised it—deleting quotations from newspapers and expanding the article
to include the question, .’’What is life?” Since this has never happened
to me before, I can only assume that it occurred as a result of Dick's
critique in Serenade. I don’t at the moment know whether or not this is
a good thing, but it has had one effect, about which I warned several
issues ago: this column is not as lengthy as it would otherwise have
been, if I had written the normal segment devoted to quotations from
the press.
_
, . ' . .
Department of Political Campaigning: The flyer enclosed in this
issue of Kipple advocating the city of San Francisco for the 1964- World
Science Fiction Convention is a paid political announcement and in no
way represents the opinion of this magazine. We—to slip.momentarily
into an affectation favored by editors—have not yet decided.whom to
support. Both San Francisco and Los Angeles (which.is also bidding)
could (and have in the past) put on a fine convention. My only comment
on the matter at this time is joy that for at least one year the pro.<-)
□

cess of bidding for a convention will once again assume the atmosphere
of keen competition which was, until recent years, traditional.
Once again this issue Kipple reverts to the Pinwheel J. Cadwalader system of letting the readers know how many future issues they will
receive, and for what reasons. In the upper right corner of the address
box on the mailing wrapper will appear either a number or letter (or
both). A number, of course, signifies that the number in question is
that of the last issue you will receive, unless I hear from you in some
manner in the interim. The letter "C" indicates the presence of an ar
ticle or letter of yours in this issue, an occurrence which results in
one or more free issues. The letter "T" means that we are trading maga
zines; Newcomers to Kippie should note that I trade on a one-for-one
basis, with the result that if your fanzine is not monthly or more fre
quent, our trade agreement must be supplemented from time to time with
letters of comment or sticky quarters. The letter "P" indicates that,
through good fortune or past good deeds, your name has found its way
onto my permanent mailing list.
.
Department of Ruthless Policies: For some time, I have intended
to say a few choice words about a small but annoying segment of my im
mense readership, those persons who change their address and either in
form me too late, or not at all. Those who inform me.belatedly excuse
themselves on the grounds that they've been too terribly•busy to drop a
postcard in the mail until the 13th or 1^-th of the month, and others
who fail to inform me of the change at all plead that, after all, they
sent the change of address to Walter Breen for Fanac. Kipple appears.on
the tenth of every month, people, a claim Fanac cannot make; and it is
mailed on the tenth of the month, as inevitably as income tax time oc
curs in March. An apologetic note mailed on the 12th of a month is a
nice gesture, but it does not prevent me from paying 8<£ to retrieve the
copy from the postman on his duly appointed rounds. Henceforth, anyone
who moves without informing me (not Axe, or Fanac, or The National Fan
tasy Fan, but me) prior to the upcoming deadline of their new address .
will be docked an issue from their subscription. This is a practice
popularized by Gregg Calkins during my early days in fandom, but one
which I never cared to use. Lately, however, the number of returned
copies have increased to a slightly ridiculous point. In two months, I
have received eleven copies of Kipple which were undelivered.as a re
sult of an outdated address. In at least one case, the recipient fur
ther complicated this by sending me a fanzine giving her old address
well after the post office had informed me that she didn't live there.
Eleven fanzines--that is too many.
Department of Travelling Fans: The local scene has recently been
brightened by a visit from Mark Owings and a telephone call from Rose
mary Hickey, recently in Washington for a convention. If I were writing
in Void, I suppose a four-page treatise on both of these events would
be in order, relating the quotable witticisms rendered by all parties.
But such quotable witticisms were regretably conspicuous by their ab
sence, leaving very little to say other than that Mark, whom I had not
previously met, is Baltimore's answer.to Bill Donaho, and that Rosemary
rather startled me by sounding exactly like Marian Cox. (In order to
fill the remaining seven lines with trivia, I suppose I ought to ex
plain to newcomers that Marian Cox is an ex-Sixth Fandomite, one-time
letterhack of the prozine variety, and the originator of the infamous
Baltimore Group, whose activities--or lack of sane--have been enumer
ated in a previous issue of this brash journal.)
—Ted Pauls

TERRY

CARR:
Dr. Rose Franzblau writes a '’Human Relations" column
for :the New York Post. A week or so ago, this lovely tidbit
appeared, and I quote in full:
A DAUGHTER'S MORALITY
QUESTION: My daughter is 18, and her boyfriend is 20. They
are both juniors in college. Although they are both very
young, they are very much in love with each other and hope to
marry when they graduate.
I recently discovered that they are intimate_physical
ly. Although I suspected they had been necking heavily, I
never thought that it had gone this far. They both know that .
I am aware of the situation, although we have never talked a
bout it. I do not dare to tell my husband because it would,
make him ill.
, .„
"
4 .
It would be impossible for the children to get married
now, for financial reasons. They both have a wonderful future
if they can go through school.
.
ANSWER: Youngsters who are truly and maturely in love with
each other control their desires. They do it, among other
reasons, out of protective love and consideration for one an
other.
'
।
-i
’ •
When girls behave contrary to the values and morals
which they have been taught at home, it often points to the
--'existence of a shallow and distant relationship with the .
''father. This may be because the father is weak and is ruled
and dominated by his wife. He may be openly submissive, or
act like a bully and so cover up his feelings of inadequacy
and inferiority. Such mothers often stand between the father
and the daughter, not permitting any closeness to be estab
lished between them. This may be done under the guise of pro
tecting the father from being troubled by his daughter, or.
protecting the daughter from being too severely ruled or dis
ciplined by her father. ■ '■
■
. '
'
As a result, the father may be only a shadowy figure
in the daughter’s emotional life. As soon as she goes out on
her own, she begins to search for a male figure to fill this
void. Hei’ lack of closeness to her father seems to drive such
a girl to get too close to the-man who responds to. her, as if
to make up for all the years of separation and isolation from
¥ her father. The psychological separation from the father also
keeps the youngster from experiencing and absorbing the au
thority of her father.
'

The avoidance of the issue in your household, at the present
time, seems like another example of the kind of attitude and behavior
towards your daughter that led her to this behavior in the first place.
Everybody is aware of the situation, but nobody says anything about it.
But to her, your silence means that you don’t care enough to.show your
displeasure or the fear of her displeasure, and the possibility that
she might blame you for her transgression is greater than your love
for her.
.
.
By keeping the facts from your husband you are preventing him
from exercising his authority. You are also hurting your daughter by
denying her the protectiveness she so sorely needs. As parents, it is
your responsibility not only to express your disapproval but also to
come up with some positive measures to help your daughter remedy the.
situation. She needs to determine what drove her into this physical in
timacy, knowing full well the risks she was running. She may also need
help in restoring her o\m good concept of herself, which this behavior
may have damaged.
Such cases often do not end in marriage. The youngsters use love
as a rationalization for their intimacy. Most often they are not ready
for the responsibilities of love and marriage, and basically they dis
approve of their own behavior. Their guilt may show itself in the .
course of time, in hostility toward each other, and the relationship
may then break up. The girl will often say that the boy changed greatly
and turned out to be an entirely different person from the one she
loved originally.
n
.
You ought to offer your daughter help in the form of psychiatric
counseling. Waiting until real trouble develops could have the most de
vastating effect upon your husband.

<

+
+

'

+
+

+
+

When this comment was shown to a practicing psychoanalyst, she
(in her non-directive way) made no comment. She merely covered her face
with her hands.
Now, it would be easy to write a "Quotes & Notes" type article
picking apart the faults of the column simply by pointing out such
phrases as "control their desires," "get too close to the man who re
sponds to her," "her transgression," "the protectiveness she so sorely
needs," "drove her into this physical intimacy," and so forth. In fact,
one could make a swell, biting paragraph simply by pointing out that
"protectiveness" is the wrong words "protection" is what Dr. Franzblau
means.
But this would be useless, because Franzblau refuses to stand
behind any of these phrases. She qualifies everything, right down the
line. Youngsters control their desires, she says, out of protective
love and consideration, "among other reasons." "Her lack of closeness
to her father seems to drive (her) to get too close to the man..." Even
the word "transgression" could be interpreted as meaning nothing more
than behavior "contrary to the values and morals which they have been
taught at home"--a carefully objective phrase. "She may also need help
in restoring her own good concept of herself, which this behavior may
have damaged."
Franzblau, you see, carefully refuses to be trapped. If one
comes to her and says, "But you’re saying that anybody who engages in
sex before marriage is mentally disturbed!" she is fully prepared to
reply, "I said merely that they may be."

Yet that-is precisely what she is saying, in context.
You have to read the total effect of her statements. She quali
fies each one, but doesn't actually present the side which she tacitly
(read: offhandedly) acknowledges. And by presenting only one side of
the question--a side which could easily be correct in any particular
case-.-she makes forcefully the very point which it would be practically
impossible to pin on her.
n
.
And yet there is another side, and if I really believed Marion
Bradley's remarks on the power of satire I might be tempted to send
Franzblau a satire of her’reply which would go something like this:
ANSWER: Youngsters who are truly and maturely in love with each other
control their desires in one way or. another. Contraceptives are.rela
tively inexpensive in oursociety,r and the degree of concern which you
express suggests that you love your daughter enough to provide her with
an adequate allowance. Youngsters control their desires for several
reasons, not the least of which is the desire to conform to society's
moral code; don't get caught.
. When girls behave contrary to the values and morals they have
been taught at home, it often points out the shallowness of those
values and morals. It is important, when dealing with an intelligent
and sensitive youngster, to provide her with standards which are ac
ceptable not only to oneself, but also (perhaps primarily) toiler. If
the logic behind the standards.she’is.taught seem to her ^weak and sub
missive to true, mature reasoning, she may be forced to flee to a more
defensible moral viewpoint.
The avoidance of the issue in your household seems like another
example of the shallowness of your viewpoint. Everybody is aware of the
situation, but nobody says anything about it. This may be because you
realize that a discussion of the subject would inevitably serve to un
dermine the values which you have professed (and perhaps even upheld)
throughout your life. To her, your silence means that you know she is
. right but haven't the moral (if that is the correct word) courage to
say so.
.
. .
, .
By keeping the facts from your husband you.are preventing him
■ from exercising his mind in evaluating the situation for himself. You
are also hurting yourself by refusing the occasion for a discussion
which might bring your feelings and attitudes closer to a position
which would be more tenable in the world in which we live. You may be
needlessly prolonging■your own anxiety over a situation which may well
present no cause for alarm or shame.
Such cases often end in marriage. The youngsters, by experienc
ing love in all its aspects, are better able to understand their.rela
tionship and its strengths and weaknesses. When these relationships do
. lead to marriage, the marriages are usually more stable than those of
partners who enter the marriage state half-blind.
■
.•
You ought to seek help in the form of psychiatric counseling.
' Perhaps your husband.should too: he sounds like he might be in terrible
shape.
'
—Terry Carr

"Many people are not satisfied to be unique merely in the eyes of God,
and.spend considerable time in flight from any orthodoxy. Some make a
profession of "it, and end up, as for instance the critic Dwight Macdon
ald has, with an intellectual and political career that might have been
painted by Jackson Pollock." --William F. Buckley

Before a recent week-long vacation, I glanced through the travel
section of the New York Times. I had no real intention of taking an es
corted tour or participating in the larceny that travelers ini liet upon
the hotel keepers of Florida by taking advantage of those ridiculously
low summer rates. As things turned out, I didn't get further tnan 25
miles from Hagerstown during that particular vacation week, ana I
wouldn't have achieved even that journey if I hadn't suddenly succumbed
to an overwhelming impulse to see for the first time the grave of Fran
cis Scott Key.
A
,
But that inspection of the resort advertisements made me more^aware of a trend which I'd sensed for some time. The American public iias
shifted its vacation favor during my medium-sized lifetime from the
mountains to the water. I have no idea of the exact mathematical degree
of the the alteration in a water-hill ratio. When.I was a little boy, I
know that people went to Atlantic City and had summer cottages along
the Potomac River. There are still numerous swank hostelries in the Poconos and Catskills that attract many summer visitors. But I'm positive
that the balance of power has shifted in favor of moistness to the de
triment of the altitudes. One example close to home illustrates tne
change beautifully.
_
.
When I was a little boy, there was an equivalent for everyone m
my neighborhood of Kubla Khan, Sodom, the New York World's fair Century
of Progress, and nirvana. It was called Pen Mar. Those who know the ge
ography around my home town can guess that the name came irom the fact
that it lays astride the Mason-Dixon line between Maryland and Pennsyl
vania. But its origin and exact nature were known mainly to persons re
siding within 100 miles of the spot. The Western Maryland Railway was.
always looking for ways to increase the popularity of the steam cars in
the area it served--most of Maryland west of the Chesapeake Bay, plus
selected fragments of south central Pennsylvania. Simultaneously, Wash
ington was getting to be a pretty big city and its more prosperous
residents felt the need to get away from the ratrace during the hot
weather months. Nothing was more natural than that the two factors
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should find a common meeting place. At the point where the Western
Maryland Railway crested the ridge of South Mountain, the railroad
operated an amusement park. On the surrounding ridge and slopes, the
summer vacationers occupied their own cottages or the inns and hotels
of landlords or landladies.
Back in the late 1920’s and in the 1930’s, the roads leading to
Pen Mar were narrow, twisting and dangerous, so almost everyone used
the railroad to get there. You pulled into a complicated siding just
off the main line, opened your jaws wide a couple of times when you
climbed down the steep steel steps from the coach.to adjust to the
rarified mountain air, and brushed off a quarter-inch layer of cinders
that had seeped through the windows of the train onto your clothing.
Then you walked up a dirt path that was higher on one side than on the
other, as if to remind you that this was really a mountainside.
The first thing you encountered was blind Otho. He was a Negro
of unknown age who spent his winters tramping Hagerstown's downtown,
section, a few newspapers for sale in an apron-like affair around his
middle, muttering unintelligible statements. Each spring,.he scooted up
the mountain to his little shed along this path, taking with him the
three tremendous volumes of his Braille Bible. There he sat at.all
hours of the day and night, reading with his fingers and reciting the
findings of the fingers. A glass jar stood in front of him in which
there were a few pencils. You dropped coins into the jar and got a
dirty look from passersby if you took a
pencil. To the best of my
knowledge, Otho didn't budge from this booth from April until Septem
ber. When the newspaper occasionally had an item about him, it invari
ably identified him as "one of our profounder thinkers." When he died,
the local library found itself the heir to the Braille Bible, and some
how has managed to lose all three volumes.
.
There was no admission fee to the park. You knew you were inside
its unmarked limits because you encountered the wonderful little me
chanical figures in a glass case that represented the inhabitants of a
Swiss village. Also near-the entrance was the star attraction to at
least one regular patron, me. This was the pump that provided free wa
ter. I-didn't enjoy the water in particular Butthe process of getting
it was the fascination to.a boy who had never enjoyed the benefits of
life in a building without running water. I can still feel the delicate
balance of resistance and accomodation that the handle demonstrated
when you pulled it. Somehow, it was more fun when you forgot to bring
from home a cup and were forced to put a penny into the paper cup vend
ing device.,
■
.n
,
Pen Mar's principal attractions were the dancing pavilion and
the amusements building. I was too young during the resort's glory
. .
years to utilize the former for its ordained function. But I liked.to
stare in awe at the musicians who spent winters in Baltimore teaching
at Peabody Conservatory or playing in various professional capacities,
then formed a dance orchestra each summer. The amusements building,was
big enough to have a merry-go-round in its center and an imposing ar
ray of nickle and penny games lining all four walls. I have never been
able to enjoy Johann Strauss records that are properly.constructed with
high fidelity. They don’t recapture the exhilarating tinniness of the
waltzes that emerged from the merry-go-round. Once, when I was very
small, I threw this entire building into a panic. I was testing my
skill, at the dart board and a slight miscalculation of aim caused my
missile to hit dead center an extremely large electric light that
shattered with a gratifying crack. These were the years when.everyone;
went to gangster movies and read about Al Capone between movies, and
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the people who threw themselves flat at the incident later explained
that" they thought that a gun battle had begun. I think my first intima
tion of mortality came when I tried for the first time the game of
strength. I almost broke my frail back, banging the hammer down on the
lever, and the weight that gauged your strength didn't even quiver.
There were restaurants full of stale but fragrant food. An em
ploye of the Western Maryland had given up his engineer's job to oper
ate the tiny railroad that wound through the park and adjacent wooded
areas with a real switch. It was supposed to be for the kids but it
usually was in danger of capsizing from the topheaviness created by the
adult patronage. A few persons with both money and courage.patronized
the man who took you to High Rock. This was the peak of this.mountain
range, a mile away from the park. His auto was the only one in three
states that dared the climb up a prehistoric road. Atop the peak was a
three-story observation tower that provides me with a useful fact about
my acrophobia; I wasn't born with it; I clearly remember scampering up
the shaky steps of this rickety structure to get the best possible .
view. I couldn't have been more than five or six years old at the time,
because my distress in high places first showed up when I was in the
first grade, volunteered to climb the fire escape to deliver a.message
to an upper story of the schoolhouse while alterations were being made
in the stairwell, and froze in helpless terror, partway up.
The’Summer residents of Pen Mar lived in a radius of three or
four miles, in structures ranging from mansions to shacks. It was im
possible to get lost if you wandered away from the park into the moun
tains, because you always encountered someone's hotel or cottage, just
when you began to feel the heady chill of being lost in the wilderness.
Besides, you sooner or later encountered either the railroad tracks or
the spoor of the trolly line that climbed the mountain in a slightly
different direction.
■
And today? The amusement park is one with Nineveh and Tyre. Even
during the depression years, it continued to enjoy crowds of ten thou
sand or more on Sundays when fraternal or church groups staged their
picnics. But crowds were dropping off by then, and during World War
Two, the railroad first leased the park to private interests, then a*
bandoned all hope of its operation. The biggest hostelry in the area,
the Blue Mountain House, which had its own railroad siding and a train
named for it, burned down. I went looking for its ruins recently and.
found nothing but a few stone slabs peering from green turf: not a pil
lar or fragment of charred wood remains. Another giant hotel was sold
to the Jesuits, who use it for a summer retreat. Most of the amusement
park buildings either fell down or were torn down. A bowling alley . .
operator hung on doggedly until about eight years ago. All that remains
now is a tavern. Nature has covered most traces of human occupancy of
the nark. One Hagerstown soldier, desperately lonely while far from
home, nearly broke down completely when he came unexpectedly face to
face with the Pen Mar merry-go-round while he was wandering morosely
around his station in Alaska. The Western Maryland Railway no longer
operates any passenger trains to anywhere. The old fellow who ran the
miniature train is dead and nobody knows what happened to.his rolling
stock. The only time the amusement park finds itself mentioned in print
is when an antiquated musician dies in Baltimore and the obituary iden
tifies him as a ’former member of the Pen Mar orchestra. There are still
some summer residents of the area, but the famous and the rich no long
er patronize this mountain. The last surviving one was Mrs. Blossom
Reed, widow of the Walter Reed who conquered yellow fever. She refused
to spend a summer elsewhere until her recent death.
■

• Paradoxically, all this is only a half-dozen miles from Camp
David, where bigger shots.than ever patronized Pen Mar go to relax. But
even the official favor bestowed upon mountain life by the presidents
has failed to return nrestige to mountain vacationing. The only moun
tain resort in this part of the state that remains is Braddock Heights,
a puny and half-asleep weakling that has few amusements and only the
tiniest of summer colonies.
+
+

,

+
+

+
+
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1 suspect that much the same.thing has happened all over the na
tion, wherever there is water in sufficient quantities within reason
able driving distances. You could probably get all sorts of explana
tions for the change in vacation tastes from the experts. It is true .
that the increased number of autos as the century wore along made it
possible for families to reach the seashore from much greater distances
with much smaller amounts of trouble. The recent promotion in status_of
deep tan as a good thing for both men and women has undoubtedly had its
effect on vacations. The Freudians could provide their own explanations
for the preoccupation with water for relaxation.
But I wonder if we’re not being driven in this direction without
knowing it. Tentatively, I've decided that the decline of the mountain
aS a vacation area may be the result of merchandising situations. You
see, when you go to the mountains for your vacation, you spend your
money on where you stay or what you eat and any amusements in which you
may indulge. There is little you can purchase to help you enjoy the
summer days of loafing in the mountains, other than golf clubs and com
fortable shoes. But just think of how the nation's economy benents
when the public turns to the rivers, lakes, and ocean beaches. Everyone
must acquire two sets of clothing, one for use in and the other for
donning out of the water. Boats are becoming a new symbol of conspicu
ous consumption for the nation, now that the automobile is part o± al
most every family. There are ruined cameras when salty.spray hits the
lens and new ones are sold as replacements. Whenever a hurricane comes
up the Atlantic Coast, it creates a fine spurt for the building indus
try, because of resort structures that must be reconstructed. I need
not dwell on such horrors as water skis, skin diving equipment, and
dark green sunglasses.
.
So I hope that the next learned volume on subliminal motivations
and hidden persuaders will treat at length the question of wnether ci
vilization is causing vacationers to follow the bears and wolves as
items that are extinct in most of the nation's mountains.
-

--Harry Warner

"And there she stood, naked as a ping pong ball."

Pat Bittram

"I cannot foresee in any specific way what life might be if human be
ings were not too many but were individually longer and more youthful
living and endowed with minds with powers of understanding beyond, our
conception, except that all that is now immanent within us would be
wonderfully expressed—that what we see in the mirror darkly we would
then see face to face."' — N. J. Berrill, in "Man’s Emerging Mind,"
Premier Book #d1?9? 50(2.

Berkeley wants the 1964 Worldcon. We are going to fight and to work like hell to
get it. When we get it we are going to fight and work to put on a good convention.
The ’63 Westercon is shaping up into a real swinging affair. The >63 Westercon
Committee will be the ’64 Worldcon Committee. You know us. You know what we can do.
The worldcon will be larger than the Westercon of course, but as far as possible we
are going to put on the same kind of con:

(1)

Relaxed, informal—in. a motel with’ a swimming pool.

(2)

A stimulating program with science-fiction topics of interest to readers and
all types of fans, interlaced with interesting, note-worthy mundane subjects.

(3)

All the extras we can provide.

Los Angeles is also bidding. We know we can put on a better con. San Francisco
is "everybody’s favorite city"—a much better site than L. A. But more than that, L. Ac
had the worldcon in 1953. San Francisco hasn't had it since 1954e It’s our turn.

We are a strong, united group. We have all worked together on major projects
before and we know how to cooperate most efficiently to get the job done. We can
and we will put on a fine con.

'64 FRISCO OR FIGHTI
’64 WORLDCON COMMITTEE

Westercon XVI (Baycon II) will be held in the San Francisco Bay Area over the
week-end of July 4-5-6-7, 1963. Pro Guest of Honor will be that well-known pro, fan
and good-man-at-a-party, Kris Neville. He drinks, you know. Fan Guests of Honor will
be those fun-loving convention fans, club fans, fanzine fans, apa fans, all round fans,
F. M. and KI i nor Busby. We're going to have a ball.

We haven't yet. come to a final agreement, but it looks almost certain that the
BayCon will be held in a motel, complete, with swimming pool and other appropiate
facilities.
...■,. We;:are doing our best to put on a.leisure^y^^laxed fan gathering, a four-day
party-with just enough program to. .provide change of n&e^^d provoke interest. . .The .
Program will begin about 2:30 P.>M^ each day ari^l^asy untils^bout 5" P.M. A Masquerade
will provide a Thursday-night ice-breakfe^Uhe; banket will be on Saturday and movies
wi 11 be shown on Sunday. Na.turallyscie^ceTfd^ionNwill not be forgotten, but the
Program win also contain items having'-nothing to• dd-yith stf, but which nevertheless
are of interest to-fans. But we AyteliS^cuujiopS al^iit jthai^n our. Progress Reports.
•
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The main idea throughout will bexio' haye^fun. In so doing we want to make the
BayCon a fan convention. We are not intbtfested irr recptitrfejswe-^xe not interested
in publicizing th^'</ausej^W^a^e not interested, in haiJang a/thred^Ing circus. We
are throwing a part^^^^^ogeyfeP^oZ our .friends,, for ^2do3^Yx^.l fans are faunched for. All neoAfanS arl !:Wit„eo.
strangers will be m^e welcome. , ;
.
Brian Donahue Wllbel edit^g-4ur th^e^^^^esi Reports and the Program Booklet.
They will- be multilithed ahd>in^Bp^ id ^\.ved^^.ne fan artist, therpubiieations
will be beautiful. as Well as utilit^i^s/-/. Brian- ifpnajoring in printing in. college
and wants to make each booklet an integXdt.gd whojJp/ working. tir^T^^e^--piqtiwes and ads
into one harmonious design. They will be\os].e tiling special
attend the convention, you should join it in order to get them.
-'-P-J
—
And naturally we are selling ads, with the rates the same for each._P.rogr ess Re
port and the Program Booklet: Full Page (4-1/2" x 7-1/2"), Pro rate: $6.75, Fan
rater $4.50;. 1/2 Page (2-1/4" x 7-1/2" or 4-1/2" x 3-3/4") Pro rate: $4.50, Fan
rate, $3.00; 1/3 Page (4-1/2" x 2-1/2"), Pro rate: $3.75, Fan rate $2.50; and
1/4 Page (2-1/4".x 3-3/4"), Pro rate: $3.00, Fan rate: $2.00. Copy deadline for the
first Progress Report is November 1; the second, February 1; and the third, May 1.
The deadline for the Program- Booklet is June 1. Send only text and roughs of illos
as Brian wi11 do all final design. . Finished copy will not be accepted.
Join the BayCon now I Your membership will help us to prepare a better con for
you. Send $1.00 to BAYCON 113 Ardmore Rd. .Jericei^y-Galifornia; make all checks and
money orde..ra._payable--to--J; Ben Stark. Kend your copy to the same address, ss

ROM WILSON :: 3107 N. NORMANDIE ST. :: SPOKANE 18, WASHINGTON
You stated in Quotes &Notes (installment #27) in regard
to Jack Lotto’s column "On Your Guard11 that, "I don’t believe
that we readers should be forced to accept Mr. Lotto’s word .
alone for this" (viz., that the Youth Festival will be a "big
anti-American show"). A little further down, you again make men
tion of "Mr. Lotto's word" and cite that he obtains his informa
tion from "rather odd sources" (HUAC).
I would like to know where you obtained your idea that
the student demonstrations in San Francisco in May, 1960 were
"entirely spontaneous"? I find it difficult to take your word a
lone on the statement, because when you stop to think of it, how
can any demonstration be entirely spontaneous? Even the mobile
vulgus must have some impetus to kindle it to the explosive
point. To think that a large group of individuals can come to
gether and spontaneously erupt into demonstration with no fore
thought nor outside compulsion is illogical. ((The students in
question, those commonly credited with the "attack" on police
officers, did not set out to demonstrate, but rather to gain ad

mittance to the committee room. When this request was refused,,
the demonstration commenced. Certain individuals may have had in
mind to demonstrate if they were refused admittance, but al
though the HUAC contends that the students set out with this.in
mind as a group (organized and regimented by Communists), this
has never been proved.)-)
You also speak of HUAC as possessing a "record m the
field of falsehoods, half-truths, and unsupported.presumptions."
This’you quote without revealing your source, as if .it were com
mon knowledge and needed no reference. The degree with which you
elucidate the record of the HUAC is quite new to me and it seems
that, if all you say is true, the American public.would not long
stand for such a bastard committee and seek its dissolution with
all haste. Perhaps George Lincoln Rockwell could start such a
movement, if he already hasn't done so. ((But why should he? The
HUAC, as an anti-Communist, anti-liberal organization receives
the greater part of its support from fascist or neo-fascist in
dividuals and groups such as Rockwell and his ANP.>)
This tendency of yours to disagree with a practice and
wind up guilty of the same offense was shox-m in Kipple #25,
where, in answer to Ted White's charge that you were using Sam

Moskowitzian tactics in replying to his letter, you said, ”1 think it
would be a matter of courtesy to criticize my tactics with specific
facts rather than simply to label them 'Moskowitzian’ and leave the
matter at that." Only three pages before, in Harry Warner’s letter, you
stated: "The great fault of the HUAC is its placement of. the burden of
proof: in our society, the burden of proof lies always with the ac
cuser, not the accused. (...) The HUAC reverses that process, however;
it makes the accusation, and then by clever manipulation places the
burden of proof on the accused." Don't you think it would be courteous
to criticize HUAC's tactics with specific facts rather than simply to
label them "clever manipulation" and leave the matter at that? ((I was
not trying to be devious in those comments, although I can see how they
would easily give that impression. I didn't stop to consider the possi
bility that there might be persons reading that issue of Kipple who
were newcomers to fandom. The matter of HUAC has been so thoroughly
discussed in our little microcosm since May, 1960 that further disser
tations, though perhaps enlightening to one or two readers, would bore
the majority of the readership. Rather than to introduce here the il
legal and unethical acts of HUAC with'which the majority of us are well
acquainted, I would suggest that you obtain and read the following
printed matter: Habakkuk #*4-, #5; Warhoon Jh 1~#16 inclusive; Kipple #22,
#23,
and "The UnAmericans," by Frank Donner', Ballantine Book
#X510K, 600.>)
, , .
You say that it is self-evident that man "differs only m his su
perior intelligence, his ability to reason, from the so-called 'lower'
animals." You believe that it is logically possible to see the foolish
ness in harming others purely for personal gain. I cannot see how this
is possible. If I were to set up a proposition such that: "A" is that
which satisfied desire; "B" is hanu to others with which it is easiest
to obtain "A"; and "C" is the human desire—then it seems perfectly
logical to satisfy "C" with "A" through "B". ({Perhaps, but it seems to
me that this only holds true if you concede at the outset that "B is
acceptable, which I refuse to do. If "A" is injustice, through which
one may satisfy "B" (human desire, as say for power), then it seems lo
gical to do so only if one has begun with the premise that "A". is an
acceptable practice. To begin with .that premise, it is necessary to.
prove it, which you have not yet attempted to do.)-) In fact, crime.is
impossible in logical thinking, because to the criminal reason it is
perfectly logical and cannot be disproved mathematically. The problem
■arises when we try to involve abstract concepts into logic. There is no
right and wrong in logical thinking unless we limit our thinking to one
b.r°the other to begin with. It is pleasurable to reason without ab
stract concepts,, but not practical to we who place faith in "blatherings about ’soul'." I'm afraid that this is one point where you and
other atheists will have to find something other than reason responsi
ble for conscience, humanity, etc.,
■ ■
It seems that in our modern society, certain.people are unwilling
to admit that sex is a part of our existence, that it is here to stay,
and that education in sex is just as valuable, if not more valuable,
than education in any of the other topics that are intended to prepare
individuals for proper adjustment into society. It is the failure of
our educational institutions to realize this that makes the problem
difficult. Further complication comes from the near-truism that physi
cal maturity seldom coheres to emotional maturity. It is too bad that
parents are rarely capable of proper instruction in sex to their child
ren and leave them to their own inquisitiveness and desire for know
ledge on the subject.

1S

You said that, "Under current conditions, possession of this
book in an American public school would probably constitute a near
hanging offense, but it ("Seeds of Life," by John Langdon-Davies) is
perhaps the most valuable text of its kind in existence." What causes
you to limit your opinion to public schools? ({That was an oversight on
my part.}) From what I have seen, there is more laxity in.public school
facilities as to the teaching of individuals than is possible in paro
chial schools. Sex was frankly and uninhibitedly dealt with by my high
school biology teacher and there was no issue made of the.fact, neither
by parents nor by anyone else. I wonder how far one who wished sex to
be taught in Catholic schools would get in trying to persuade their
teachers that Mr. Langdon-Davies’ book was "the most valuable text of
is kind in
.
It seems that Professor Fred Warner Neal has taken no lesson
from history books: there can be no effective compromise with a tyran
ny. It has been tried time and again and with the same results. Just as
it was thought that Hitler could be bought off and pacified, likewise
we are trying to convince ourselves that there can be peaceful coex
istence with the Soviet Union. Surprisingly enough, in both cases.the
opposition stated its position and its aims long before the bargaining
time arrived, but still we went to the tables with hopes.of dividing up
the locations in question and going home with a little piece of paper
that says they’re going' to be nice guys and keep on their side of the
fence. ((Those who are "trying to convince (themselves) that there can
be peaceful coexistence with the Soviet Union" have an excellent.reason
for believing as they do: in this age of ^0-megaton weapons, it is, for
both camps, a matter of coexist or non-exist.>)
Hitler declared his aims in "Mein Kampf" and the Communists have
stated that their ends can be attained only.by the forcible overthrow
of the existing governments. Ask any Communist what the red star means
and then ask yourself who you are trying to kid.
.
In your reply to Dave Hulan you stated, "But if the premise is
that dying is not unpleasant to the-Pure In Heart, then it follows that
no one ought to be sorry when a relative or friend passes away (unless
he or she has been overly immoral), since he or she will obviously be
better off." It is true that this is not very often the case, but not
because most people aren't thoroughly convinced of the truth of their
religion. We must take emotions into consideration. When we become
close to an individual, that person, in a sense, becomes a part of us
because he is a part of our mental existence and memory. Thus there is
formed the bonds of love, which is an emotional occurrence, and, since
most, people permit emotions to rule in times of. crisis, at the death of
a relative or friend the bonds of love are snapped, the part of the ex
istence is removed and the opposite emotion, sorrow, sets in before the
reasoning facilities can take control. But how long does this grief .
last? How soon is it that the person realizes that what has happened is
for the best. Unless, of course, that person’s emotions hold the upper
hand all the time.
When I was six years old, my father died and I never shed one
tear, never felt one moment of regret or sorrow, nor have I done so
since. Why? Because I had never seen my father and had never formed one
bond of love for him. So his death took nothing from me that was not
already missing and that I was not already learning to cope with.
In fact, I recall reading about certain tribes in the Caribbean
that declare a day of mourning when a birth occurs because the infant
will have to face the troubles and woes of this earth, and a day of re
joicing at a death, for the old man or woman has ended a long journey,

left troubles and woes, and has gone to a better place.
.
■
On segregation and integration: Being of Southern stock, I am
naturally prejudiced. However, I have come to believe that all men are
(or should" be) entitled to equal rights and it is my opinion that Ne
groes should-receive everything that is granted to whites--in the way
of education, freedom for happiness, etc-. It'is wrong to limit benefits
of democracy to one set or race. At the same time, I think that every
one' should have the right to choose who. they wish to associate with,
live with, and enter marriage with. We cannot grant liberty in one re
spect and deprive it in another. My sentiments are‘actually great ad
missions for myself, because I have a-personal hatred that I.must con
tend with. I am trying ..gradually to abolish the deep loathing that I
hold for the Negroid peoples that resulted from the murder of my '
father.
•
. (
./ .
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FRED CAMPER : APT. 12E :: h-0 WEST 77th ST. :: NEW YORK 2U, N.Y.
Your philosophy with regard to knowledge is rather interesting.
However,, you-miss one thing. I’ve seen several examples of brilliant
people who have not utilized'their knowledge. This was due to. a major
flaw in their personality. Any crime, one of wasted knowledge or one of
robbery or murder, is not really a crime of the individual but a crime
of all society, indicating a flaw in our society which allowed these
crimes to be'committed. Far more important than all types of.knowledge
is knowledge of ways of improving-our society. The most important thing
a men can do is to contribute to the establishment of a stronger soci
ety. In addition to producing a happy family and children strong in
character, we should theoretically owe great debts to psychiatrists,
social workers and social scientists. But there is much work still to
be done in terms of research in these fields. Without a strong society,
nothing Can be accomplished.
- LOFTUS BECKER :: 6 COLFAX RD. :: HAVERTOW&, PENNSYLVANIA'■
.
~
I think you went a little overboard in your comments on Mr. Lot
to's article. Admittedly, writers such as George Sokolsky and apparent
ly Mr. Lotto are not to be accepted on faith; but neither must a col
umnist in a newspaper, with strictly limited space, be required to give
references for all his statements of fact, particularly, those that are,
■ if not common knowledge., readily verifiable. The Helsinki Y.outh Festi
val i s a part of an annual series of Communi st-sponsored Youth Festi-.
vals, and every prior one was both strongly pro,-Russian and anti-Ameri
can; Mr.-Lotto (and, I suspect, you) had no reason to assume that this
year’s model would depart from the tradition, nor did it--see the pa
pers and magazines for the past month. What .1 am trying to say here io
x(1) that in this particular case, Mr. Lotto was'evidently accurate and
more important (2) that although certainly there is no reason to be
lieve that "we readers should be forced to accept Mr. Lotto's word for
this" (i.e./that the .-Festival would be a big anti-American show),
neither is there any reason, in this particular case, for Mr. Lotto to
have gone into more detail. You may accept or reject Mr. Lotto's state
ments in accord, with your judgement of his general accuracy; but when
his statements are as easily verifiable as,those you took issue with,
he has no responsibility to back them up with references.
And even in the more substantial part of your argument--where
you have'a good case--yOu seem to be going a bit far. In the
place, Mr. Lotto does not base his objections to the W-FDY and the IUS
on the fact that, Pete Seeger sang at one of their meetings; he cites
this as corroborative evidence. Of course it is nothing of the kind;

Seeger is in many people’s eyes one of the finest folk-singers of the
day, something which you probably know and with which I heartily agree.
(Vassar College, hardly a strongly Communist college, has had oeeger
frequently, to cite just one of hundreds of obvious examples.) But
Seeger certainly has been '’identified” as a Communist Harvey Matusow
(falsely,cf. his book "False Witness") swore that the entire Weavers
group were Communists. Further, Seeger last I heard had been convic e
of contempt.of Congress for refusing to give the names of other Commu
nists with which he had been associated. It is possible that tnis con
viction has since been over-ruled; but the evidence that Seeger was at
one time a Communist is moderately strong, strong enough for Mr. Lotto,
if he is foolish enough to think it relevant, to use without backing
U-P
Lotto, perhaps fortunately, hasn’t appeared in any papers I can
remember seeing. I am inclined to agree that he is a first-class fugghead...but one thing that hurts a good cause almost as much as a dirty
fi^ht is a minor error in reasoning basically right. Everyone gets in
volved in the small part of the argument and forgets the whole point of
til© "bliinp' •
•
Possibly one reason I find.myself arguing with you so much is
that I disagree with much of the credo you printed on pages three and
four. Given a choice between having--or leaving for future generations
--knowledge or freedom, I would choose the latter. Granted, the two.are
not something you can easily hack apart; no person is free if his min
is fogged with prejudices and falsehoods. And I also believe that know
ledge will increase more rapidly in a state composed of free men than
it will otherwise. But I do not believe that there is a justification. .
to be found for reducing freedom in order to increase (and, I feel, on
ly temporarily increase) human knowledge.
.
Now for my favorite little bone to chew on. I am assuming that
any cuts you may have made in Professor Neal’s article are not damaging
to the professor's argument as I see it. But the good man does seem to
have rather glossed over the issues.
_
.
—
In the first place, he states that "the Soviet Union
noy
taken intransigent positions or indicated an unwillingness to negotiate
seriously." This is hardly the case; on August-29, 1957, the U.S. pre
sented a new eleven-point plan which they felt, at least, was something
of a compromise. This plan was rejected without study by the Soviet
delegate, who made no reference in his rejection to any 01 the specific
points in the plan. At the last meeting of the Disarmament Subcommittee
'(of the Disarmament Committee of the U.N.) in 1957, on the 6th of Sep- .
tember, the Russians rejected a U.S. proposal to resume negotiations in
October, and on the ^th of November they announced that they would no
longer participate in the negotiations of the Disarmament Commission
and its subcommittee. On the 28th April 1958, the U.S. proposed a mee ing on the possibilities of preventing surprise attacks, and the Rus
sians accepted'; when the conference met, however (Nov. 10), rhe Russian
delegates insisted on including political and general, disarmament ques
tions on the agenda, although the U.S. had specifically limited tne
conference, when they proposed it, to the problem of preventing sur- ~
prise attacks. The Russians had agreed to this limitation. And further,
the Security Council resolution of 29 April, backed by Hammarskjold and
ten of the eleven members of the Council, calling for a conference_o±
nations bordering the Arctic zone for possible "limited measures for
inspection in the Arctic zone was killed on the second of May by a So
viet veto. The Russians on the 31st of March announced that they were
suspending tests of atomic weapons; they resumed in September. More re-

cent examples of bad.faith and general intransigence on the part of .
.
the Soviets are so easy to find that I don't think they need individual
recounting.
.
.
.
Further, Professor Neal indicates that we have never taken
Khrushchev up on his pledge to accept "any kind of inspection". Not on
ly have Soviet delegates insisted on a maximum of three "token" inspec
tions on Soviet territory per year, but they have refused to discuss
any plans with a larger number of inspections per year permitted,. The
U.S., which originally wanted twenty inspections on Soviet territory
per year, has since reduced its requirements to twelve, and possibly
.
further in the past few weeks. The Russians have continued to insist on
a maximum of three.
■
...
,
’
In the second place, parts of the article read like a toothpaste
advertisement. Phrases such as "leading American scientists privy to
the negotiations" are for al3_ intents and purposes meaningless. This, 1
think, is a case where Professor Lleal should have given his reader some
idea of just who the good man was talking about. It is oi course;possi
ble that there is a valid reason he cannot—e.g., that the information Z1.
was given him privately by a friend. But if so, he should so indicate.
In the third place, his argument is full of non-sequiturs.
"Since the U.S.S.R. had conducted many fewer tests than the United .
States, presumably it was behind in weapons development."(italics
.
mine) The second part of this argument simply does not follow from the
first. Although the U.S. has conducted more tests than the U^b.S.R.
(the ratio in 1957 was about 3:1; it is now closer to 2:1), much data .
has been published on the U.S., tests and is available to anyone (©•£•?
the book "Effects of Atomic Weapons," based on the two tests the U.S. ;;
made about 19*4-8, and published around 1951 or 1952). Ahd:_further, the
U.S.S.R. has gotten much atomic data by espionage-,- especially in the
.
late 4-0’ s and early 50's. Professor Neal does not himself seem too cer
tain that his conclusion is valid: four pages later he asserts that the
Soviet Union is "no longer second in military strength."
_ •
In the fourth place,, evidence that Soviet policy is committed- to
use "all possible means" for the expansion of communism is not based on
"distorted evidence or no evidence at all". Soviet policy is of course .
bent on avoiding any sort of really major conflict under present condi
tions, because such a conflict wpuld as almost everybody- has been ray
ing result in a loss to both sides. But the Soviets are happy with
small wars, as witness the "internal revolution" (Khrushchev's phrase)
in Laos, where the bulk of the revolutionary army•consisted of soldiers
from Communist Viet Nam, ’Lenin, as well.as Stalin, made some very
strong statements to the effect that the end of worldwide Communism
justified any means used to obtain it, and Khrushchev has - frequently- reasserted this, though rarely as bluntly as his predecessors. Those
of you who are waiting for Communist policy to bhange will have to waiu
for a blue moon, and you know how often that is" is one of his remarks
on the subject.
■
„
. .
• t> n • ' . „
In the fifth place, to say that the U.S. position in Berlin.is
untenable legally is"ridiculous. There is hardly space here to review
the argument properly, as is necessary in a legal argument; but any oi
several State Department papers on the legal aspects of our position
there contain more than adequate reviews of the subject. Many are.still
available from the department; the remainder can usually be iound in
libraries and various periodicals.
In the sixth place, Neal has a tendency to weasel-word his argu
ments: "It is true that for the United States to withdraw its militar5r
bases from some of these areas might result in exposing them over th©

long run to Soviet influence and even Soviet domination, although there
is no basis for assuming that withdrawal of American forces in various
areas near the Soviet Union would mean that the Russians would neces
sarily move-in physically." (italics mine) Since Neal mentions no spe
cific spots, it is impossible to refute his argument by specific exam
ples; he can always reply that the examples adduced were not the ones
he was referring to. And further, saying simply that the Russians would
not "necessarily" move in physically is a further hedging of bets: Neal
is saying only that there is not an absolute, lead-pipe certainty that
the Russians will move in. And he further qualifies his argument by
using the phrase "move in physically".
.
In the seventh place, Neal is perfectly able to make statements
such as "American policy is no longer couched in wild and irresponsible
terms like ’liberation’" in all seriousness. This seems to me a bit ri
diculous. "Liberation" in reference to, say, Czechoslovakia, Albania,
mainland (and possibly "free") China, Hungary, and other countries is
not a "wild and irresponsible" term: the peoples of those countries are
not by any stretch of the imagination free peoples, and.any policy
which would make them such would be a policy of liberation. And, of
course, the U.S. is far from first in using "wild and irresponsible
terms" or anything like them. Russian documents are stuffed.with "im
perialists", "revanchists", "militarists", and so forth in just about
every paragraph. The Russians are almost unable to make any statements
about Germany without using such terms...and of.course all the above .
goes double or triple for the Chinese and Albanian communists. The fol
lowing are samples from Khrushchev’s Concluding Speech to the 22nd Con
gress of the CPSU, delivered 27 October 196'1: "They want us, like traf
fic police, to safeguard the uninterrupted transportation to West Ber
lin of their military freights, spies and saboteurs for subversive acts
against ourselves and our allies." (Page 109 of the edition published
by the Crosscurrents Press. The press is American representative of the
International Book Company, a Soviet government agency for the.import
and export of printed material, and so presumably the translation--made
by Novosti Press Agency--is not an unfair one.)
.
.
"The Western Powers’ policy on the German Question is not promp
ted by the interests of peace but primarily by the interests of the mi
litarist and revanchist forces in West Germany. The chief demon who
shapes the policy is Chancellor Adenauer." (Page 200)
"Militarist, aggressive circles make no secret of their hatred
for the Soviet State and our foreign policy of peace." (just following
the quotation above)
'
These quotations are standard, and the sections of tnat speech
and the other included in the book ("Report of the Central Committee of
the CPSU to the 22nd Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union") which deal with foreign policy or the international situation
read in almost exactly the same way. Sven Barry Goldwater’s speeches
are not so studded with provocative adjectives...partly, perhaps, be
cause such repetition induces nothing but boredom.
So much for the article; there are more.things wrong.with it, I
think, and there are some valid points raised in it--the point that
German reunification is probably not something that can reasonably be
hoped for; that perhaps the interests of the subject peoples in East
Europe can better be served by an attempt to lessen tensions and force
their rulers to be more liberal than it can by attempts to free them
that may result only in their destruction. But Professor Neal seems to
me to ignore too many facts, to make too many false or deliberately
misleading statements, to often ignore the implications of one part of
...1
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his article in another part, and to seem to be ignorant of the fact
that the Soviet Union in the last fifteen years has constantly acted on
the basis that "What’s mine is mine; what’s yours is negotiable."
Steve Stiles: No, lower animals can envision the future. For
some fairly interesting data on animal and human behavior--and on the
increase in complexity as one goes up the evolutionary scale—see the
book "Animal Behavior," in the Prentice-Hall Foundations of Modern Bi
ology series.
#
Dave Hulan: Why do-you have such a limited view of the Air
Force? If a future war is, as you assume, going to be a Korea-type war,
it would, I think, be only logical to assume that Air Force participa
tion would be similar to that in Korea, which was something more than
the "transport and occasional close-in ground support" that you envi
sion. Supply lines are as important now as they ever were, and bombing
supply lines can be done with less-than-nuclear weapons. Sure, the Air
Force couldn't hope to do anything without the Army--but neither could
the Array hope, in most terrain, to win without the Air Force.
HARRY WARNER :: h-23 SUMMIT AVE. ;; HAGERSTOWN., MARYLAND.
. ■ I was unhappy that you failed to unleash a thunderbolt or two on
the school prayer’situation. Not many persons have commented on the
teacher’s predicament in this situation. If the schools begin classes
with a non-denoninational prayer, what happens to the teacher who canno.t; conscientiously lead a prayer of any kind because of agnostic or
atheist beliefs, or feels it his bounden duty to lead a prayer tailored
specifically to convert the kids to his particular faith? Under normal
circumstances a teacher can get along pretty well on a faculty without
regular churchgoing habits or religious beliefs or as a member of some
Specialized and fanatical sect, simply by keeping his personal and pro
fessional life as separate as possible. But if he must call in another
teacher to lead the praying of his home room, he's going to be pres
sured out of a job by indignant parents pretty quick. ((The possibility
occurred to me while writing the article, but I did not introduce it at
the time simply because it is only a small facet.of a larger problem. A
teacher may lose his job any time he happens to instruct in something
not particularly orthodox. The agnostic teacher who refuses to lead a
prayer in a New York school faces the same repercussions as a.science
instructor in Tennessee who decides to teach Darwinian evolution, and
the two cannot easily be separated. The amount of freedom which should
be allowed teachers is a difficult question,- and one that I didn't feel
the need to explore last issue in Quotes & Notes.)-)
But I object additionally to the particular prayer that caused
all the trouble. I can't imagine any sincerely religious.person of any
faith using it. It is nothing but a thinly concealed revision of the
panhandler's system. "You’ve got it; gimme some." It contains no refer
ence at all to the important matters involved in the religions that are
current in this country: a striving to avoid sin, to make a personal
comitment for good, to observe the golden rule. And finally, Christ was
quite definite in the sermon on the mount on this matter of public'
prayer. He told people not to pray in public, but rather in private. He
also told them the precise words they should-use in prayer and I think
a good case could be made out for Christians ..to. follow the custom of
reciting no prayer but the Lord’s Prayer.
You may be naive in taking at its face value the recantation of
Bob Vining. I am quite certain that this letter was composed by-a par
ent or a priest. Its style is not that of any thirteen-yeai-old, and it
is too inaccurate about the contents of fanzines to have been written

by anyone who had'ever read them. I suspect the whole thing is a hoax
on someone’s part, or a farewell to fandom done for the boy by some
elder but less wise individual.
I can’t supply any additional information about the pupil beat
ing case in Hagerstown. It has not yet come up for trial, the boy got
well, so there was really nothing else that the metropolitan newspapers
could publish about it. But I might point out that this Truth for Youth
school is not run by the Church of God denomination that has so many
churches in the Middle Atlantic States using that.name. It's a funda
mentalist, very small group which caused the original Church of God
here to change its name to First Church of God. Parents who enroll
their children in this school must agree to permit corporal punishment
by the teachers. Many, maybe most of the pupils are kids who couldn’t
get along in public schools for one reason or another.
The difference between the thinking process of the machine and
that of a man might be that the former can think in only one way. I
don’t think that even the most advanced electronic brain in existence
today could possibly calculate on anything except the binary system. It
would need to be killed and a new race would have to be created utili
zing different principles to use the sort of arithmetic that we learned
in school.- But men can and do change their thinking.from the familiar
ten times ten is one hundred to the binary system without dissection.
The trouble with integrating only things that are supported with
public money is involved in the situation that I mentioned some time
back. Most of the white people of the nation are prejudiced against Ne
groes sufficiently to patronize establishments that do.not cater to
them, even though many of these whites will go to considerable trouble
to fight for equal rights for the Negro. If the law doesn’t require the
restaurant owner and the factory manager to serve and hire Negroes,
Rrtonomia pressures or the difficulty of getting enough qualified help
to produce at a profit will cause the restrictions to continue. It’s no
use saying that the prejudiced areas should be allowed to work out
.
their own problems gradually. They have never done so and they won’t in
the future.

LARRY McCOMBS :: APT. h-07 :: 238 N. PINE AVE. :: CHICAGO M+, ILLINOIS
Your comments on the Supreme Court prayer decision seem quite
reasonable. I’ve heard all sides of this question, since it seemed to
be the topic of faculty-lounge discussions for a while this summer. My
self, I’d rather see something done about the Christmas and Easter
celebrations in the schools, which usually are involuntary, rather than
all this fuss over an inane little meaningless prayer which any agnos
tic would happily mumble to avoid controversy. It seems to me that the
public schools ought to be a place where children could be taught what
each of the major religions believes, and how and why they worship as
they do. It ought to be a place where children of different religious
backgrounds could openly discuss their beliefs and even debate or ar
gue some of them. But it ought not to be a place of worship or celebra
tion of religious rights--those should be left to the homes and
churches.
In practice, just the opposite holds true. Free discussion of
differences and similarities among religions is avoided because of pos
sible controversy, while Christian pageantry is forced upon the stu
dents because it is a sure bet that a majority of the parents will sup
port it, probably even demand it. ■
“
‘
I had some contact with Bob Vining through.N3F round robins, and
was not too surprised at his letter in Obelisk. His contributions to

the robins consisted of pencilled notes, dealing mainly'with'baseball. '
I got the impression that he was about 13 years old, and far. from mar-1
tube enough to grasp most of the material'in fanzines--either the. humor
or the serious matters. I’m sure that his idea of fandom was drawn from
a very small.and non-representative sample, but I’m also sure that he '■
wds applying a very‘.narrow-minded point of view in his judgement of it.
I’m also more than a little convinced that his parents had something to
do with this letter—his insistence that it is all his own doesn t much-'
convince me.
; .
.
.
.’
,,
, . .
Ron Wilson’s article on computers was interesting, though it
suffered a bit in places from clumsy construction and lack of clarity.
In a recent essay for a limited-circulation group (heh heh, boy are we
ever exclusive--the key.club of fandom) I-tried-to tackle this problem
of the meaning of ’’thinking". Essentially, my argument wa$ this:- a simole organism like the. paramecium has a very limited set of operating . .
instructions. For instance, its response to all objects larger than it
self is identical: retreat a short distance, rotate to a new heading,
procede forward again. Its response to all smaller objects is to ingest.
them.1 These are. the only discriminations it makes in reacting to ob^ects in its environment. We would feel quite clearly that the parame-.
cium does not think’, it is merely a simple machine obeying built-in or-,
ders. But as we go up the scale, of complexity, we find no sudden
•
change. .We merely find an increasing fineness, of discrimination among
various stimuli, and an increasing wideness of possible responses. In
many°areas of its behavior, a dog reacts to each stimulus independent-.
ly__We- may say. that he is "thinking'’.,. But he.still reacts to all female-dogs-in-heat with a-standard response--in this case he does not .
think, but obeys a simple"pattern. When .we examine a human'being, we
find much the san^.thing. Our range of responses and our_stimulus-discrimination is probably the best of the animal kingdom, but it is still
far from .perfect. We all, for instance, have a pattern response o
11 lumping” to the stimulus of a "sudden loud noise". In this case, we . •_
are not thinking, but reacting mechanically. Only the most superbly
functioning human beings (and I doubt there are' more than a few hundred
in the world, if that many) react to each and every stimulus in their
environment totally on-its own merits. Those who react almost e£jirely
to patterns may be considered insane if their patterns are too far from
the’norm (a paranoic reacts to the pattern that all.other persons_are
threatening, him, for instance) but the average man.in American today
lives largely by patterns. To say then that a.machine does or does notthink is largely a meaningless question, I think. We can t even say
clearly whether or not man thinks.
• ■
:
If this‘.seems abstract and silly, let me give a more concrete
and immediate example. Dr. Skinner of Harvard.has developed a theory of
behavioral analysis which explains all behavior.in.terms of a few sim
ple laws of stimulus, response, rewards, reaction time, etc. He ha
been able' to explain all observed actions of pigeons, dogs, etc., in.
his laboratory in terms of his laws. Furthermore, they seem in all^lab
situations to.apply to human beings. In fact, usingt •••
built the famous Skinner teaching machines, one_of the first anlm
efficient devices- for programmed learning.. People- are quite willing to
believe that his theories can explain animal behavior--animals have^no
souls, they don’t "think," they just respond automatically. But very .
few people" will accept his theories when applied to humans. Because
they can leZ their om internal processes,, they feel that something
different is happening, even though the outward actions are the same.
An example: a pigeon is taught to go to a certain box to get wa

ter. In Skinner's terminology, the act of going to the box is rewarded
by water--hence the response of going to the box is reinforced and be
comes a-permanent part of the pigeon's repertoire--whenever.it feels
thirsty, it goes to the box. But now we stop putting water in the oox.
For a while the pigeon will continue to try to get water from the box,
but eventually he stops; his trips to the box become less and less fre
quent, until finally it is visited no more often than any other random
part of the cage. Skinner says that the reinforced response of going to
the box is now no longer being reinforced--yet the learned response
continues for a while, but without reinforcement it slowly dies out.
Now consider a human being who has become used to going to a
certain fountain as he walks through a park. The fountain goes dry. For
a few days he will still automatically visit the fountain--!! has be
come a habit and he doesn't remember that it's dry until he turns the
handle and nothing happens. Eventually, he ceases to try the fountain
though he may make occasional visits to see if it has been repaired
yet. The outward behavior is the same--yet we consider the pigeon to be
obeying simple laws of conditioning, while we are going through a com
plex pattern of thinking. ((The difference lies in the degree to which
man and pigeon follow this conditioning. If I were in the position of
the man walking through the park, I would undoubtedly visit the foun
tain occasionally to see if it had been repaired--but I find it hard to
believe that I (or any reasonably intelligent man) would return.to the
fountain for "a few days,1’ each time forgetting that the fountain had
been dry on the previous attempts. I might, in a moment of extremely
deep thought about'something totally different,.do it oncg, but hardly
two or three days in a row. A comparable situation would be one where a
man and a-bird, were placed into a completely normal room--say,.a bed
room—but with a sheet of invisible, unbreakable plastic covering tne
only exit. While the bird might fly into the sheet many times attempt
ing to leave .(since it had been conditioned by long experience to ac
cept the evidence of its eyes), a man would only blunder into the.bar
rier once. Thereafter, he might spend a great deal of time exploring
the barrier for an exit, but he would hardly attempt to walk through it
a second time.)-)
,, J
. ,
. _
Now, I fear my point has become lost in all phis--it was simply
that it is impossible to draw a line and say ''this is thinking, but
that is mere mechanical response." You can be sure (by definition) that
you think ((I Am, Therefore I Think• ••?)■); you can be fairly sure by
analogy that some other humans (those who behave somewhat like you)
think; but from there on out you are pretty well stuck.
I assume that the example given at the top of page 1M- was a ty
po: "If A implies B and C implies B, then A inevitably implies.G.
Not the way I learned logic, it doesn't! ((The error appeared m the
original manuscript, but 1 take the responsibility for it since it was
my duty to correct any such errors.)-)
A computer could easily be programmed to answer the question:
"What do you think of Wally Weber?" It would simply give forth all.in
formation it had relating to Weber, together with any conclusions it
had drawn from the data. This is all a human does in answering the
same question. The only difference is that the human uses some means of
deciding what information is important, confidential, unreliable,
and hence withholds some of it. Similar weighing factors could be built
into a machine.
AH your arguments about "an immortal soul, mSP, etc.,.are
merely ways of restating the common human conceit that "Something.su
perior ha'ppens when I cogitate that does not occur in other organisms,

I

except possibly sometimes in other humans.”
"No machine has the hundred.th-of-a-second access to the over
one-hundred trillion memories of past experiences that characterizes
the human brain." Indeed? First of all, I know very few people who have
instant access to more than a fraction of their stored experiences.
Secondly, many modern computers use a drum scanning system, and can
reach the majority of their working memory within microseconds. A hun
dredth of a second is considered a very slow.response in-modern cyber
netics work.
'
.
n
No machine can think abstractly? As you say, a- computer probably
has no sensory‘impressions connected with the word "wine," yet.a compu
ter can make quite logical decisions about the symbol "wine" in connec
tion, with other equally non-oriented symbols. If that isn't abstract
thinking, what is?
.
•
L L
.
It has no sense of subjective time? It cannot tell that it is .
.playing checkers now, or that it has an opponent? The latter is cer
tainly not true—it can tell.whether someone is feeding it moves for an
■ opponent--if fitted with proper sensory organs, it can even tell
whether you're sitting at its control desk. As for a sense of.subjective time, an awareness of "now," I can think oi no way in which a com
puter reacts differently than a human on this account.; And if you're
only talking about the fact that you're aware of time,'but you don't
think a computer is, you're in a realm of meaningless conjecture. You
must show some observable difference in reactions before you can claim
that there is a difference in internal."awareness". >
?
At. the moment computers can "think" faster and more.accurately
than bumahs- However, they don't have the ability to "intuit‘'--to ig
nore some data,' discount other data, skim rapidly over the more import
ant factors while ignoring minor ones, etc. Thus they are not capable
(within a reasonable time period) of making the subtle decisions that
humans can make. In short,, they're to accurate for these purposes.
.
I'd.like to suggest a little puzzle. It is quite.possible to
build a small machine with the'following characteristics: it would be
mounted on a little.electrically driven cart; it would sense and avoid
all obstacles in its path; when its batteries began to,run down it
would seek out an outlet and recharge itself; every so often it would
seek out a pile of supplies and build a duplicate of itself; the rest
of the time it would merely move randomly about, Nowr in what ways is
tliis machine to be differentiated from a living being? I can think of
only two: it requires a very specialized environment which occurs na
turally only when humans choose to provide it deliberately, and it was
created by a living creature totally different from itself.I can’t quite agree with your enthusiastic recommendation of
Donner's book on HUAC. I got the distinct impression-that.Mr. Donner
was1 being very selective in the choice of quotations, incidents, etc.
which he related. Taking a sentence or two out of context from various
hearings, mentioning only a few of the Committee's many hearings, etc.,
he was using HUAC's own tactics against it. Don't get me wrong—I a
gree that the Committee.j.s pretty bad—I'm only saying that I don't
think Donner's book is a very objective study of it.
Congratulations on finishing Goldwater's book. I never got past
the first five pages. I kept finding myself arguing with each and every
sentence. Since I was unable, to accept his most simple basic premises,
the whole book seemed nothing but nonsense to me. It is as if someone
started out by stating that the earth is flat and heavy objects rise at
a rate proportional to their color. The rest of the.book might follow
- logipally from these assumptions, but I'd consider it a waste oi time

to read, unless it was a well-written fiction.
By the way, I was talking with a staunch Goldwater supporter one
day at Yale. I remarked that Goldwater’s book and his prepared speeches
seemed uniformly stupid or ill-informed, while his off-the-cuff com
ments in interviews seemed rather intelligent. Said this right-winger,
“Well, dbn’t forget the audience of clods he's aiming for withhis pub
lic statements.“ That may get him a good many votes, but not mine!
I think your whole attitude towards MR is vastly oversimplified,
Ted. For instance, MR shows that people prefer to buy things packed in
red and yellow packages (warm, friendly colors) rather than blue or
grey packages (cold, antagonistic colors). Are we then to require all
manufacturers to use the blue and grey packages, or
package? How else can you prevent the use of MR? No, I fear that you re
lust going to have to produce 11 thinking5' human beings (in my previous
definition—"non-pattern-reacting-humans") before you'll do away with
such evi
argued religion with Dave Hulan for a few looong letters
till I tired of the game. You can’t win, but have fun trying.
ROY'FRANK :: l82j± HEARST AVE. :: BERKELEY 3, CALIFORNIA
On Wilson's article: Thinking is hard to define, but that is no
excuse for leaving out obvious parts of "thinking". Ron says that
"Thinking is the ability to reason." I will ignore the obvious semantic
fallacy there, and suppose that he ifleans that thinking is reasoning.
However, reasoning conserves both knowledge and hypotheses. It
y
enough to submit propositions to logic, but the most important aspect
of thinking is in the non-rational analysis of observations and conse
quences of observations that lead to new hypotheses’, thisisthe P
cess of creation and only after this does reasoning come into the pic"tui I* 0
' The human brain differs from a mechanical brain mainly in the
"portals" of sensation available and in complexity. Not only are wer
many more senses in the human but whatever gets into tne brain is us ally not forgotten for a long time. These old memories can be both hin
drances and aids. Also, the brain has all sorts of junk hanging around
in it: half-formed impressions, maternal admonitions, traumata, and.
like that, which profoundly influence the course of one's thought So
if you want a machine to think and act like a human, you 11 have to ex
pose it to a wide variety of stimuli, allow it to experiment with the
sources of these stimuli, give it non-rational drives like those of a
human, and a lot of time. It will act human then, and not until then.
On the other hand, with different experience and different
drives we could expect the machine to have a personality which would
diverge widely from most human personalities, but the psychoanalytic
case files are filled with recounts of the _damrides|. personalities.
Also, I deny certain statements and implications from Ron s ar
ticle: 1) that "If A implies B, and C implies B, then A inep-tably im
plies 0": 2) that we can rely on our ability to "pull the plug out , 3)
that the human brain has the "hundredth-of-a-second access.to over one
hundred trillion memories"? and M-) that the mechanical brain cannot
think abstractly (by nature) or have a sense of subjective time (
the latter, all the Infinite Creator-man, of course—has. to do is put
received information in temporal order, allow it to associate between
quanta of info received at about the same time, and give it a sense 1
how far it has had to "go" to get a datum for use).
.
Kevin Langdon and I have discovered a most- remarkable way to
bolster one's finances while hitch-hiking cross-country. This method is

best put into.effect in the early evening, when rides are' hardest to
get. We arrived in Portland to look over Reed College but were unable
to find any place to stay due to the hyper-activity of the fuzz. We f
chanced upon"a gang of evangelists in the municipal park where all the
old coots hang out and found out where they were having their prayer
■
meeting.- On our way over to it I evolved an ingenious plan: Kevin was':.'
to tell them .that I .was a member of the C.P. and that he was really a .
Believer but was letting on to me that he was a Dirty Agnostic. We went
in, and when the singing and testifying and hollering was over, Kevin',
buttonholed one of the ushers and confided all this to him. The usher :..
got one of the Pillars of the Church and after arguing With him for a- bout, ten minutes, I Weakened and consented to Try Praying to Almighty .
Gawd for Forgiveness. This joker went down to the alter with me and
hollered (in the first person) that I was supposed-to be praying. - (It is neither necessary nor desirable to wait so long, but I let him rant
as long as he would, which was about an hour.) Then I.suffered this
Miraculous Conversion. Then we told him that we were broke and had no
place to stay. Of course, a pair of Christians are not sufficiently ■
trustworthy to be taken into a Christian Home, so they gave us (i>2.00
and pointed out a flophouse. Now this was our first experience with
this gambit and I am sure that with more finesse we;could have gotten a
larger audience for a better hard-luck story and hence realized a
greater yield. I would very greatly.appreciate any comments on this
methodj especially pertaining to personal experience, suggestions as,to
method, etc.. Considering the spiritual boost it gave those people, I-do
not feel bad about bilking them.
'
.
'■
.•
L was impressed by the altruism of one-Mike Deckinger.
You-have hit it right on the head, Ted, when you say that athe
ists and agnostics have a right to be offended by the New York prayer,
but ybu couthlessly sidestep that point by saying that the children in
volved could just leave the room when the prayer was being said. Have
you; as an adult, ever refrained from saluting the flag, saying the :',
pledge of allegiance, or standing up for the national anthem when ever
yone else was doing so? If yo, you have been able to withstand the
withering stares because those people, by and large, had little power
over you. This is not the case with a child, however’, his classmates
are his playmates,' a very influential group, and the teacher forms a
parent-figure, with all the coercive power thereof. Since the child has
to point himself out by leaving the room for thirty seconds or by not,saying the prayer (it becomes obvious after a while-as to who is not
reciting), the' child is not free to abstain. Religion is a purely per
sonal matter, since it concerns no one but oneself. (The Jehovah’s Wit
nesses have a right to visit me occasionally or to accost me on thestreet corner, but I have the right to tell them to clear out and never
come back and also the right to.free passage on the street corner.). ■ ■
This nrayer could offend not only agnostics and atheists/ but people
who believed in some sort of non-intervening deity or non-personified :
Supreme Entity, and also people who had no desire to bless ’’parents,
teachers, or country." What makes the feelings of these people violable? The legislature has no.business legislating in this area.
■Your Self-evident. Bit caused me to think. 1, would say that the
greatest crime is not just hypocrisy and,failure to use one’s power for
the benefit of mankind’, rather, I would include all things that fall
under the heading of intellectual dishonesty: hypocrisy, cupidity, what
Bertrand Russell calls the ’’characteristics of nice people'.’. (Gee his ■
essay "Nice People1', in. .’’Why I Am Not a Christian"*) There is something
that we can leave to our children that is as important as knowledge* ■. .

call it boundary conditions, a world that is getting better, conditions
and institutions where knowledge is welcome. Grok?
Hulan is, of course, off his stick when he says that the only
rights a person has are those which he can defend, and you, Ted, are
completely on your stick in your rebuttal. In my estimation, the aggre
gate of a man’s rights are such that none of them interfere with any
other man’s, but I am to deduce from Hulan’s comment that any ordinaiy
king or general of an army has quite a few rights. (4The only trouble
with ’’the aggregate of a man's rights are such that none of them inter
fere with any other man’s" arises in cases where A's right to do X in
terferes with B’s right to do Z, and B's right to do Z interferes with
A's right to do X. In such cases, where the "rights" are mutually ex
clusive—where the exercise of one must necessarily abridge the other-who has the right, A or B? This situation is frequently introduced in
discussions of integration; The right of the Negro to eat in a public
restaurant abridges the right of the owner to serve whom he wishes,
while conversely the right of the owner to serve whom he pleases.abridges the right of the Negro to eat in a public restaurant. Which oi
these rights, then, is to be respected to the detriment of the other:/}

BERNARD MORRIS
c/o MITSFS, ROOM 50-020 :: MIT :: CAMBRIDGE 32, MASS.
Congratulations on your attitude towards 'the Public.Prayer con
troversy. It is the first reasonable one that I have seen in print. Re
gardless of what you and I believe, school prayer.is an old and.estab
lished custom, and there is no sense in antagonizing.the.John Birch
creeps or, even worse, giving them more fuel for their fires of hatred.There is a more interesting case that you may already know of$ it is
the case of Mrs. Madalyn Murray vs. the state of Maryland. She is a. hard-headed atheist who pulled her son out of the compulsory Lord's
Prayer in his school. But this was not enough. She then went to the
courts to have the prayer declared illegal. The case has worked its way
to the Supreme Court and will be decided Real Soon Now..In her aims she
is absolutely right, but in her methods she is, to put it mildly,
rather tactless. By her own admission she is now a penniless outcast,
ostracized by the whole community. That she could have accomplished her
objectives without all the attendent publicity, and did not, shows that
she is; stupid, which her background denies, a martyr, which is very
likely. I have the same opinion of atheistic martyrs as I do oi Christ
ian ones;■ they’re off their nut. (.-(The case was discussed in Kippi£ vo
(December, 1960, pages 15-17), although I have heard virtually nothing
about it since the initial controversy. The general concensus of opin
ion appears to be that Mrs. Murray is "nuts"; My extremely limited ac
quaintance with Mrs. Murray would lead me to agree with your label,
"martyr"; she appears to greatly enjoy the stares and whispers of the
more conventional housewives and mothers of this neighborhood./)
Dave Hulan-(and all Christians, Moslems, Buddhists, etc.): I
hope I may ask without hurting any feelings, how would you take it if
your family suddenly dropped dead? How much real comfort wouj.d neaven
be? Think it over.
'
JOHN BOARDMAN :; APT. D-3 : ; 166-2.5 89 th AVE. :: JAMAICA 3g, NgW YORK
Re the Helsinki Youth Festival, here is a portion of a letter
from one Midge West, a British girl I met at the Vienna Festival.
"The Helsinki Festival was a bit of a let down after the Vienna
one as we were accomodated all over the city instead of in one place as
in Vienna. We did not get the opportunity to see as many delegations.as
we did in Vienna, and owing to transport difficulties we were very li-

mited as to where we did go. Helsinki is not a very interesting town
and has nothing much to offer culturally as Vienna has. Also the F1}jns
are a very apathetic people and very seldom do you see them smile. They
seem to have the attitude, 'We have very little to smile about so why
the hell should we.* I managed to take in a few concerts and also a
seminar on under-developed countries. I saw dear Yuri and tossed an a
morous Arab out of my bunk on the Russian tram which took us to Virog.
/Does she mean Viborg? -JB7 I enjoyed a two-day trip we made to
Schwerin in East Germany—they would not let us stay in Berlin au we
were originally supposed to do--and the East Germans gave us a wonder
ful if hectic time. We went round a railway factory and a Teachers
Training College, and a reception was held for us by the BUrgermeister
after a wonderful open air concert by the local talent.
.
"Our stay in Leningrad on the way back was also very eye-openins The architecture is really wonderful—as indeed it is all over
Rulka and Weir trains are the height of luxury. There are two as
sistants and one interpreter to each carriage. (•••) ih?,re4.ar® -°i™.+■
course a few restrictions in these Communist countries that you don t
experience elsewhere; for instance, your passport is taken away for the
whole of the journey through East Germany,Poland and Russia and only
given to us a few minutes before we reached the Finnish border. Also
going round factories and frontier towns your cameras are confiscated,
and I noticed in East Germany particularly the shortage oi fresh fruit,
the only thing you.;could buy were lemons. Also there were no potatoes,,
and the meat portions were smaller than one would expect here. On
whole I enjoyed the Russian food which, although strange, was edible,
and the East Germans gave us some very good food as well—although I
have since read that there have been riots owing to food shortages. /A
favorite sport around newspaper offices is inventing food shortages in.
unfriendly foreign countries. -JS7 I certainly did not see anyone
starving or even looking near it there
they must have enough toji
on if not the luxury diets we are used to. I found the Russians ex
tremelv friendly people and very anxious for peace. The Russian man is,
I !m sad to say /Sad? -JB7, a darn sight more romantic than the West- :
ern man. -I have never felt more feminine than when I .was in Russia and .
never have been given more flowers or treated more courteously. If you
are a student in Russia the world is your oyster and I must admit that
their educational system is a darn sight more
have sol- the brains to be a top rate engineer or the ability to be a
ballet dancer you are given every assistance to achieve your Ration.
"Poland I did not like at all;, it is a terrible place for he
black market and you have to hold on to your luggage and Passport for
dear life all the time. They gave us some food packs but some Poles .ad
already got at them so there were only 800 for 1900 people. We had.no
hot drinks at all, only some horrible soda water stuff? and one of th
worst trains it has ever been my misfortune to travel in for up to 3»
hours They had no lights at all, wooden seats, and one carriage ■
~
sleepers for the above number of people. To cap it all some idiot of an
official came round with the most stupid visa forms—which we had al?e£y Sl£ed in° but he. made us do them again-currency
Q.
need only be filled in by people staying in Poland—all yritten in Po
Tish which no one could understand and they expected us to fill these
in in the pitch black. We were all very glad to reach.East Germany a

gain, Insure Y™-- —
gpent three days in East Berlin dr to be ex
act, just outside it.. Again our passports were taken and our cameras,
these were given back, after many lies from the oificials as to tneir

whereabouts, three hours before we were due to get the train to Osl/Gndo • • •
’’The American delegation were a rather beatnik lot and very an
ti-social. We invited them over to our building—which was considered
the best accomodation of the lot--and we waited for them, and if we
wanted to hang around until they came we'd be there stillj not
”
tie American turned up, so we downed the beer and grub ourselves.
I had no intention of making a shotgun accusation when I men
tioned a certain prominent fan with a long record of red-baiting. I
thought that this periphrasis could refer to no one but Sam Moskowitz,
and I so identified him in Pointing Vector. #10. But I've just read a
reprint of a 1939 article by Jack F. Speer, and I've come to the con
clusion that premature birchery was a mote general sport in those dim
and distant days. After all, why demonstrate your.patriotism by a day
to-day devotion to this country's political principles of liberal demo
cracy when it’s much easier to call your opponents Reds.

MARK OWINGS :: 319 E. NORTH AVE. :: BALTIMORE 2, MARYLAND
As another recent graduate of the same high school that Jack
Chalker attended, I think his figure of W is too conservative. Of
course, I believe it was C. S. Lewis who once commented that the Hebrew
is the next tiring to an atheist, and with City largely Jewish...
Salinger? A candidate for the best author of all time? lour
taste is rather morbid, I think. (4l didn't claim that he was great,
only that he was superior to Henry Kuttner.))

MIKE DECKINGER- :: 31 CARR PLACE :: FORDS, NEW JERSEY.
It seems as if you've overlooked the whole point of the Supreme
Court ruling in reference to the New York school prayer ban. Do.you be
lieve that anyone,whether he be a rabid atheist or a devout Christian,
should be part of a public school where a religious appeal constitutes
a portion of the curriculum? In other words, religion is a.private,
personal matter. Nothing is stopping the children from saying the.pray
er on their own, if they choose to, but this allowance.does not give
the authorities the right to construct a prayer of their own, and lead
the children in a recital of it. How many students do you actually
think would voluntarily choose to utter that or any prayer, if it was
not a part of the morning exercises? ((How many students do you think
would voluntarily choose to attend school?)-) This is merely a case of
mental domination, not as unpleasant as actual brainwashing, but none
theless a sincere attempt to direct a child's thinking.towards religi
ous fields, and subtly force him to acknowledge the existence of a God, .
under the implication that if everyone else is doing it, he may as well
do so too.
,
,
,,
I don't like to see young children, who have scarcely the.rea
soning power to determine right from wrong, led by the teachers into.an
involuntary acceptance of religion. If the youngsters are that religi
ous, than an innocuous prayer, delivered daily, will not affect their
spiritual life to any degree. And the removal of said prayer should not
change them either.
.
- You say that anyone who chooses not to recite it is under no ob
ligation to do so. Quite true. Neither is anyone under any obligation
to study at school, or to obey the teacher, or a dozen other things.
This is all inconsequential. The main point is that the prayer was.of
fered as a definite part of the curriculum. Even if every student in
the class ignores it, it doesn't soften the fact that it's being pre
sented' to them. And since such things as bias and favoritism are con-.
R) 3'
■

sidered underhanded, why not offer a similar avowal of atheism, for the
students who reject the existence of God? After all, what’s fair for
one is fair for the other.
• Chalker did you one better with the latest Mirage; he sent you a
copy, while I never received one, even though a quick skim-through re
vealed a rather misinformed letter by Al Andrews on yours truly. I’ve
chosen to ignore all that's been written in the past by Chalker in the
fuss erupting over my "Christmas story". As I've stolidly.maintained,
it’s.incomprehensible that an insignificant little tale like mine
should have any bearing at all on Christianity, which has been around
for two thousand years, a considerable length longer than me. Were
Chalker’s faith.as steadfast as he claims, then it seems natural that
he would have simply ignored the story. Perhaps his rabid, frothing-atthe-mouth reaction reveals a basic insecurity in his beliefs which he
must cement through violent refutation before the idea is given an op
portunity to form into something concrete. Not that I particularly care
anyway. Writers and philosophers far more skillful than I have attacked
the question, and-I’m almost flattered that I was singled out. I shud
der to think of the reaction were he to see "Inherit the Wind" or read
a good account of the Scopes trial.
.
John Boardman: I disagree that retribution is the rock on.which
law is founded. How can a thief possibly make an equal-retribution to
someone he’s stolen some money from? (By this question, I mean the
theft would constitute, in addition to the monetary value, a number of
abstract items like anguish at the loss, time consumed in searching for
the money, etc. You can’t repay qualities like that.) By stealing an
equal amount for the individual from some other party? Law seems to be '
based more on.a comparable punishment foundation,, whereby the punish
ment, is meant to approximate the crime. But there are so many other
factors involved—severity of the crime, the condition of the criminal,
the manner of the crime--that a 100^ equal punishment is impossible.
■"
Dick Kuczek is absolutely right. The time for sex education is
way before high school, preferably when the child is in the 8-10 year
age bracket,. or perhaps even earlier. But expecting any school to de
vote a course in’fundamental sex education for those so young is sheer
folly. It’s obvious that there will never be such a course.-The ideal
alternative would be to have the parents administer such teachings
•
then, but in most homes even that is too much to expect.
.
To take Kevin Langdon’s statement a step further, not only is
the misuse of intelligence more heinous a crime than- the failure to use
it, but even worse is the forcible misuse by a small handful who direct
the actions of the majority. The iron curtain countries are filled with
people (most of-them peasants) who are not knowingly misusing their in
telligence.. But, when day by day the idea that the American capitalists
are evil,, baby-killing monsters is hammered into their heads, they’re
bound to end up believing it. A Russian worker who hates an American e
nough to kill him is guilty of no crime on his own—it is the brain■ washer in the government who takes the blame. (40ne might fepl.sorry
for the peasant under the circumstances, but it is hardly possible to
absolve him from the blame on those grounds. If I murder a man because
you've told me that he is evil, that doesn’t transfer the guilt of the
crime to you.>)
KEVIN LANGDON :: 182U HEARST AVE. :: BERKELEY 3j CALIFORNIA. .
'
You are somewhat off your stick in opposing the Supreme Court
decision. Prayers in school, even voluntary prayers, constitute the use
of public facilities for religious observances.' Legally, this is as un-
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warranted as holding a Catholic mass in the school auditorium. (41 ad
mitted last issue that the legal position was clear; I just thought
that a lot of hell was being raised without sufficient reason.4)
Thinking is not reasoning: thinking is a self-conscious process
of the human brain that does not necessarily have anything to do with
reasoning. Most of our thinking time is spent not m. reasoning, but in
simply letting pleasant thoughts drift through.our minds. If Wilson's
definition were correct, then he could hardly include ESP as part of
thinking.
If A implies B and C implies B, then A does not invariably imply C. It doesn’t in many cases. Let's substitute "X loves Y” for A, "X
either loves or hates Y" for B, and "X hates Y" for C. Now, since our A
clearly implies our B and likewise our C implies our B,, than. _our .. A must
imply our C; that is, X loves Y implies X hates Y. It certainly is a
^^^^Where^does Wilson get the figures in his statement, "However, no
machine has the hundredth-of-a-second access to over one-hundred tril
lion memories of past experiences that characterizes the human brain .
' The statement, "Machines are limited in ways that the human .
brain can never be limited" is patently ridiculous. The human brain jus
a machine. I could go on, but there's no point.to it; the.article is
poorly thought out and poorly written. I'm a little surprised tha y u
accepted it.
_
, , ,
,
I am utterly disgusted by Mike Decadent's remarks.
Hui an The premises "God exists" and "Death is unfortunate are
not contradictory. God also sends people to hell, and most of us would
probably end up there if the theists were.right.
.
Certainly you can have an opinion on an unresolved scientific
question, but it is hardly self-evident. If your thinking is as yet too
clumsy to be bounded by the limitations of philosophical thought, then
it is also too clumsy to publish. ((Are you.trying to be diificult.7)
Your remarks would be a lot clearer if you would define j^3”
tice". ((The just is that which is fair to all concerned. Aristotle de
fined justice as that which is (1) fair and (2) lawful. However, in my
opinion, that which is lawful is just only when it is also fair; when
that which is lawful ceases to be fair, it likewise ceases to be just.
Is that satisfactory?})
.•
You still haven't explained why you think knowledge is valuable.
((Knowledge is valuable because only through knowledge can there be
progress.})
■
VIC RYAN :: RM 308, LINDGREN HALL :: 2309 SHERIDAN RD. :: EVANST01,IL^.
Devoting part of a "Quotes & Notes" column to the Supreme Court
"prayer ruling" wasn’t much of a.surprise on your part, of course, but
the startling factor was your calm and collected manner of.speaking. 1
expected a denunciation of all Christian practices in public schools
and got a middle-of-the-road summary instead. Read Larry McCombs let
ter in the latest Bane; I completely agree with his view that a prayer
may be "voluntary" but still binding for all practical purposes. Few
youngsters are willing to bring upon themselves the distrust of their
teachers and the dislike of their contemporaries. Where children are
concerned there has to be a freedom in practice as well as one in

You certainly picked some beautiful quotes. The person who said_
"We need religion more now than ever before" seems to have hit the nail
precisely on the head. Religion simply isn't thought of as the worship

of a deity anymore; it’s the means of reassuring one’s self that all
will indeed he well.
, K
.
I disagree with Dave Hulan in his comments that a "plebeScite
would reveal the majority (of the people) to be in favor of Kennedy’s
Medicare plan..." A majority of the citizenry would be in favor of med
icare, I suspect, but Kennedy's plan~-I suppose the King-Anderson bill
is referred to here--was a startlingly bad one, one which probably
wouldn't be accepted by many who knew its full provisions. The sec- ;
tions covering the financing of medicinal (drug) costs and such non
sense were pitiful; I think a vote of gratitude is due $2 Senators who
read the bill.
j
..
How can you consider MR "false advertising practice"? MR isn’t a
product making ridiculous claims: it’s a technique that's more visual
than communications!; that is, the factor that persuades a woman to buy
such-and-such a brand of macaroni isn't the line "BEST macaroni of
all," but rather the yellow package in its pristine phallic form. Tills
isn't misrepresentation. A product doesn't imply "security and happi
ness"; this has been attributed to it, not claimed for it.. You seem to
question, along these same lines, whether I’d rather have elected to
office the best, man or the best image; well, I'd prefer the best man,
of course--but I’m rather firmly convinced he couldn't be elected.
((You are quite, probably correct that the best man couldn't be elected,
but I fail to see how this justifies condoning the publicrelations
giTTimieks which make a candidate look good to the masses.)-) The chances •
that the man best qualified to be president could be elected are so •
small as to be infinitesimal, I suspect. Not only is there the very,
strong chance that this man might be either a Jew or a Negro (two mi
nority groups, in which those who rise to prominence are obviously not
mediocre people) but there's similarly little chance.that he'd be "at
tractive" enough to win. Thus public relations men might give a.clod an
appealing image—but they might also make a qualified person suitable
to the people. I think this shows as.much hope as despair. .
.
The crux of our disagreement seems to be that I consider mis
representation a greater sin than exploitation. The latter is a loaded
word, of course, but I not only wanted to use the term you're likely to.
employ. I wanted to strengthen the side I' don't believe in, to get just
a bit better perspective. You might take advantage of the average Joe,
and he'll never know the difference—but lie to him, let him discover
it, and he's obviously going to be unhappy with himself. (41 somehow
cannot agree that it is permissable to take advantage of a person so
long as he doesn't know the difference and thus is not unhappy with .
himself. If you steal from me, .and I fail to notice the loss, does this
render the act of stealing any less reprehensible? Any less illegal?))
Well, if we're going to accept Bill Plott's reasoning, then
school facilities are always unequal, both within and between races. I
suppose the child that lives two blocks from school is not receiving .
the same educational opportunity of one who is but a block away?
TOM ARMISTEAD : : QUARTERS 3.202 :: CARSWELL AFB : : FORT WORTH, TE.<AS
----------- inTipple #2B“Mike Deckinger allows that it is repugnant when
God does not intervene and stop all these horrible.wars we've been
ing. Of course, many clergymen have no answer for it; they are deluded
and uniformed as to exactly what the Bible does say about these subjectSi They're too busy having Sunday Blue Laws enforced and preaching
hell and. damnation to. pay any attention to the fact that the' Bi ole does
give reasons for what Gpd does. It would be senseless not to..*else why ■
would there be a Bible?
’
•
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Even though, my view is one which you might find unsatisfactory,
at least it is a view coming from someone who does beli^e in the bi
ble so I think it is worth a little if only in diocusoion value. It
seems so many Christians wish to beg off these subjects ^expect you
to take everything on "faith'1. This is because half the time they are
preaching against what the Bible plainly states, and.they can t back i
up. Anyway, I have come to believe that God was working out a plai
here, Ind that we were put on the earth for a purpose. Of course, right
there you moan and say, "Yeah, one of those... Well, really, I thl
it is as good as the theory of evolution (which still has its notes,
even you must admit). The plan is merely to change your personality, if
you will it. It is quite simple...if you follow all tne precepts laid
down in the Bible, your personality has got to change and it will, it
you don’t wish to do this, I’m not going to beg. or ask you to ....it is
not essential right now. The idea is that God divorced himselj. from
man, and is leaving man to run his own course. Those who wish to Oe
with God may follow Bible precepts, but those who do not are free ^o
run their life as they please. God could have stayed in with humans,
since the first, but we would have griped and moaned, '.'You didn’t give
us a chance, Lord; we could have done it our own way without you cut
ting in and making us obey your commandments." So, to avoid this, Gob
let us run things Our Way—in fact, he still is, and has been for 6000
years. When we are just about to annihilate ourselves via.the H-bomb,
he will intervene and stop it. Then he will start his empire on this
earth and show the world that it is indeed better than what man has
done in 6000 years. That is why God did not interfere, Mike. I think it
is as good an explanation as any. (4You know, Tom, you certainly are a
wonderful thing...)-)
.
. _
I too applaud the Supreme Court decision about prayer in school.
I agree with Ted that the prayer in question was not offensive—to me,
at least—and it is unfortunate that this prayer and this situation was
the only one that could be found to take to court. Perhaps if we had a
school that enforced a Devil-worshipping prayer it would.have been
easier for many people to take. The reason for the decision is just the
possibility that some other, more mind-rotting prayer might be used,
like "God, please bless the Southern Senators, and the HUAC, and all
the good hearted nice kind censors, Amen."
The pagan custom of Christmas and the one of Easter are too
deeply rooted in our society for them to be stopped. All this Christmas
bit gets me. I mean, where in the Bible does it say to celebrate
Christmas, or Easter even. Every other observance that God wanted cele
brated is outlined in the Bible. Why would Christmas or Easter be an
exception, if they were to be celebrated? You find no one in the early
Christian church celebrating either Christmas or Easter. This was.
brought in much later by pagan types who tried to ally the Christian
and pagan beliefs so they wouldn't clash so much. This is obviously pa
gan, if you are a Christian. If you are not, then you.shouldn't have to
participate in something that you don’t believe in. Either way these
are bad things to have observed, forcibly. And, by hang, it is on the
forcible side! No one got out of the Christmas choir at school—it was
a great privilege, uh huh. No one seems to understand that it isn’t im
portant how Christ was born, or how he died, but it is important what
he did and that he did die. This is rarely_brought up. If I was.a per
son with any sense at all gazing upon the Protestant scene, seeing all
these churches preaching fire and brimstone and ridiculous things that
you know any God that had any compassion at all wouldn't do, I'd be
nauseated too. I was.

For example, how could a loving, kind, merciful God allow a
mother to come to ’’heaven" and cast her son down to "hell" for all e
ternity, and then let the mother stand by and watch her son being tor
mented; Boy, what a blast she'll have in heaven, plucking her harp as
she watches her son being kneed in the groin by Satan! Wow...
And these people actually believe they are going to heaven and
will live there for all eternity. I wonder what they will do there? No
thing could be more boring to me than sitting around all day plucking a
harp and flapping my little wings and sniffing pink clouds and watching
the angels play and just making a complete lilly-livered ass out of my
self. ((You would, I presume, prefer doing it in the pages of. this mag
azine rather than in heaven?)) If this is eternity, the hell with it! I
could think of better ways to spend my time. If one has a.choice be
tween "Christianity" which gives you a "heaven" with nothing to do but
play your harp and (I guess) masturbate for the rest of.your life, and
you contrast ■ this with some of the ,Eastern religions which at.least add
a few dancing girls, etc.j well, if that was my choice, I believe
dancing girls would be it. Fortunately, I have more than "heaven" to
look forward to.
I realize that I've gotten myself into a very zealous type line,
but Mike Deckingerturned me on, and I was irritated at these selfrighteous "Christians," less than half of which know the names of the
first four gospels, and believe pagan teachings--and what.is astounding
to rde,- not pagan teachings like many of the eastern religions.where you
get something in your supposedly "heavenly" bliss, but an insipid
■thought of harps, and wings, .and pink clouds. This upsets me.
And we all know what a steeple stands for, don't we? (In case
you didn't, it is a phallic symbol culled from pagan penis worshippers.)
' Dave Hulan; Dave, I can say that "God exists" and I can also say
that "Death is unfortunate." It is easy for me because I don't believe
that you go to heaven when you die. It is unfortunate because you have
lost a few years of growing nearer to God, and.being able to watch
other human beings when they are given free reign and not required by
God to conform-to any rules. Of course, they suffer through ill health
because of improper dietary and physical habits (habits outlined m the
Bible) and poor mental health again attributable to no source from
which to get information of a nature that is useful. But that is
•
neither here rior there. It is unfortunate, but it isn t exactly tragic.
If I was sure I was following every precept I wish to, I wouldn.t mind
dying right now, but the point is, I haven't developed.enough will
power and faith at 1b- to follow God's commandments to the letter. This
takes time—usually a lifetime. Oh, and I suffer because I don' t do
these things—just last week I had a nasty illness. I’m not really a
good Christian, but I'm trying, and I hope to succeed. It takes time.

BILL PLOTT
P.O. BOX. 65b- :: OPELIKA, ALABAMA
’ Your quotes from the letter columns of the local papers are
rather typical of "homespun wisdom" throughout the nation. You should .
See some of the backwoods, Bible-belting letters that appeared in pa
pers down here. The South suffers greatly from its letter writers.
intelligent people, who should be writing, sit around on their cans and
very rarely bother to write letters to the editors of local and nation
al periodicals. It's the semi-literate clods who do the letter writing,
and it shows. There-is a definite pattern to the type letters that they
Write -and almost inevitably it will conclude with a "Jesus said...' or
a "When I get to heaven..." phrase.
'
.
.
But getting to the Court decision on prayer in public schools,

it is significant to note that most of these letters of protest stem
from a lack of understanding for the Court decision. The ruling doe
no? ban Sayer ?rom public schools. It merely bans prayers that are
"sanctioned
by governing officials.
Harmless,
sanctioned or
or prepared
p p
york st£)te
prayernon-denomina
was used by
tional ' non-mandatory as it was, the hew xorx suave prayer wcto
way of‘example simply because the state of New York had endorsed it and
for no other reason.

WABASH
SH , INDIANA
BUCK
.
BUCK COULSON
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—butor t0 the
discussion
who has shown that he even knows what Motivational Research i_s--the
rest of you seem to think it’s some new form of advertising, comparable
to the subliminal type. It isn't a new advertising invention; it s
simply a study of why people do buy the things they do.
Since most of you are using the auto industry as an example:
Jolin Clod, say, buys a new car because it makes him feel masculine; the
car's performance is strictly a secondary matter with him. He doesn t,
however, do this because of MR--he has always, bought cars this way and
in all'likelihood he always will. So the Schmalz Auto Co., using Moti
vational Research, discovers this fact, markets an expensive car which
gets poor gas mileage, breaks' down easily and doesn't steer well--but
it makes John Clod feel masculine- as all hell while he's at the wheel,
so he buys it. Is there anything wrong with this?
You've been saying that John is getting gypped, since he is buy- .
ing a product which gives an inferior performance. You are overlooking
the fact, however, that John Clod doesn't give a damn about the per
formance. He wants to feel masculine, and he gets what he wants. You
think his car is inferior, but he doesn't, and even if you explained
matters to him he still wouldn’t, because he isn't using your standards
of judgement. Forcing him to buy a plain ordinary car that just happen
ed to be built ruggedly would work a severe mental hardship on John.
The only change that doing away with MR would bring would be to
make John Clod unhappy. He would still buy the car which made him feel
the most masculine, but he wouldn't be able to find one which suited
him as well. You seem to think that forcing producers to quit marketing
products aimed at the consumers' subconscious would result in the con
sumer making a logical choice, which is ridiculous.
As for the use of MR resulting in "inferior" products--inferior
by whose standards? By yours, maybe--but what right do you have to in
flict your standards on other people? All MR does is discover what
standards are being used by the purchaser; the results can be used by
the sociologist and the educator as well as the advertiser. The only
possible way of changing things for the better is by using Motivational
Research as a tool in the re-education of the population. If the popu
lation based its purchases on logical motives, MR would faithfully re
cord the fact and advertising would become logical or disappear. You're
trying to cure the disease by treating a minor symptom.
If the people can be educated to make intelligent choices, fine.
(Impossible, of course, but still a fine ideal.) Opposing an increase
in the general imbecility is fine. But opposing a system which really
makes use of the imbecility already present is the most futile "reform"
that I can think of. Take a look at gambling, which is even more de
pendent on suckers than is advertising. Gambling is illegal, opposed by
all reform groups--and one of the biggest businesses in the country.
The only way to prevent people from being suckers is by education; at
tempting to eliminate the opportunity for them to become suckers is
pouring sand down a rathole.
.

In defense of the Wabash judge I might remark that driving a
car with a flashing red light on top constitutes impersonation of a po
lice officer, a crime which will never be taken lightly as long.as
there are police officers around.to impersonate. As for the punishment,
it may have been unusual but it wasn’t particularly cruel and I for one
am damned glad to see anything done to get some of these damnfool kids
off the highways, even temporarily. Especially the highways around Wa
bash. I’ve been in one fatal accident, and I’m not anxious to make it
two.
•
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+
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AND I ALSO HOID FROM: D£. Antonio Dupla wonders what happened to his
twelve-issue subscription. About a year ago,
George Willick told me to place Dr. Dupla's name on the mailing list,
and he (George) would forward the money. Copies, of two issues' were sent
to Zaragoza, but after several queries to George without a reply, and
not having received any cash from Willick, I removed Dr. Dupla's name.
+++ Bill Wolfenbarger thinks he's too young and "un-read".(at age 18)
to enter into our discussions. +++ Vol Johnson, Fred Galvin, C. R. Borsella, Len Moffatt, and Joe Pilati subscribed. +++ And thanks also to
Larry McCombs', Rosemary Hickey, Dick Lupoff, Kevin Langdon? Richard
Ambrose, Terry Carr, and Bill Donaho.
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